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Transient implantable medical bionics (TIMBs), such as biodegradable batteries that disap-
pear after their operation are gaining attention. They potentially facilitate the deployment of
novel instructive biomaterials for regenerative medicine. Implantable, biodegradable and bio-
compatible batteries may be capable of satisfying the power requirements of some biomedical
devices before harmlessly degrading. One material of particular interest for the construc-
tion of biodegradable batteries is Bombyx Mori silk. Lancaster University is developing a
biodegradable battery that will utilise silk both in the electrolyte and to encase the battery.
Using the silk o↵ers the battery a degree of protection that enables the device to operate
for several days before it harmlessly degrades. Key to tuning the lifetime of the battery
is understanding how the structure of the silk changes under di↵erent operating conditions
and how this changes the di↵usivity of the cations (i.e. Mg2+) and other species such as
choline nitrate used as the ionic liquid in the electrolyte. This project will aim to further
this understanding through the use of quantum mechanical methods.
This project quantifies the behaviour of various molecules in the presence of SF, including
water, choline and Mg ions. This helps to see how the biocompatible and biodegradable
batteries will behave when made from SF. This is completed via DFT simulation as to
perform the experiment is unfeasible. For example, the di↵usion pathway of water can not
be experimentally generated. Furthermore this project has generated ramachandran plots
via DFT for silk fibroin which have not been carried out on this material previously. This
allows for a detailed comparison with classical mechanical data.
This understanding will allow for further work to elucidate and exploit the properties
of SF. Further understanding will allow for fine-tuning of how long the SF biodegradable
battery will take to break down; this can be changed for the required use. This will help to
understand the ions contribution to the e↵ect on the decay rate of the electrode.
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This project aims to simulate silk fibroin (SF), from the Bombyx Mori (B. Mori) silkworm,
using density functional theory (DFT) [1]. The focus is on SF for use in biodegradable and
biocompatible batteries. Where biodegradable batteries will break down to their, ideally and
in the case of SF, harmless constituent molecules, this is of importance for the future as it
reduces waste, reduces the required number of operations and has a wide range of uses. It is a
relatively new material for use in batteries. Few studies have been performed on the material
and even fewer on the inclusion of SF in batteries with a view of how other molecules a↵ect
the battery. This material is of increasing importance due to its biocompatibility and ability
to degrade to harmless substances [2–4]. Additionally, SF has shown to allow di↵usion of
species through matrices composed of SF [5]. Which makes SF an attractive material for use
in biological batteries or more general use in TIMBs. This topic will be discussed in further
detail in the literature review.
The overall aim of this project is to simulate a cell that replicates the experimental en-
vironment by using a combination of MD and DFT computational techniques, with this
project focusing on the DFT calculations. The thesis aims to answer the following questions:
How do various molecules behave in SF? How does DFT data compare to classical mechanics
and experimental data? Is the generated structure valid? Is the computational time enough
for all calculations to be successfully run?
This thesis is organised in the following chapters: Chapter 2 Literature review: An
overview of past and future battery technologies and materials, A detailed look into silk
with respect to structure of silk, di↵erent experiments preformed and previous simulations
in both classical and quantum mechanics. Chapter 3 Methodology: This section gives a
detailed discussion of how the project is to be carried out, it contains computational details
of how to perform the required experiments with the given rationale. Chapter 4 Results
and Discussions: The results are compiled and discussed with relevance to experimentally
published data and classical mechanics data. Chapter 5 Conclusions: This area discusses the
impact of this project and the success of the simulations. There are a range of conclusions
drawn considering the structure and the cost of these simulations. Chapter 6 Future Work:
Ideas for the future of this project have been presented with a focus of further developing
the simulations via improving the size of the cell and altering the structure simulated.
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Throughout this thesis, the colour scheme for the pictures shall be the same: carbon -
brown, oxygen - red, nitrogen - blue, hydrogen - white, magnesium - orange. This project
has utilised a large variety of applications for molecule creation, cell visualisation, data
processing and simulations. For this project 2500 kAUs of ARCHER time was awarded, the
application is in the supporting information. This project will also use the HEC resource
provided by Lancaster University Physics.
2
2 Literature Review
This literature review will investigate and discuss previous and current research in multiple
di↵erent areas, giving both context, knowledge and a comprehensive basis for this project.
The literature review will focus on areas relevant to the use of SF in biodegradable, bio-
compatible batteries. Such areas of interest include Transient Implantable Medical Bionics,
batteries, and silk.
2.1 Transient Implantable Medical Bionics (TIMBs)
TIMBs are devices that can be implanted into the body to achieve a specific function, such
as pacemakers, cochlear implants, and blood pressure measurement devices. These materials
pave the way for the development of novel biomaterials for regenerative medicine. For more
widespread adoption of these materials, there are several issues to overcome, for this specific
project biocompatibility and power management are the main issues as discussed below.
2.1.1 Biocompatibility
The biocompatibility of a device depends on the material, and any bacteria on the surface.
The standard definition of biocompatibility is taken as the ability of a material to perform
with an appropriate host response in a specific situation. The material must be accepted into
the body; otherwise, the body and internal systems will fight to get rid of the foreign body.
The bacteria on the surface may cause infections or adverse reactions if the bacteria are not
generally in the body. There are multiple methods to overcome this bacteria; this is generally
completed via sterilisation. Methods for this include heat treatment, pressured vapour ster-
ilisation, radiation and chemical sterilisation - ethylene oxide (EtO), formaldehyde, (H2O2)
and peracetic acid [6]. There are many biocompatible materials which include titanium and
its alloys, some cobalt-based alloys and biocompatible polymers. This is where the choice
of silk for this project becomes essential as it is biocompatible due to the monomers in the
structure; this is in more detail in the silk section of this literature review.
The biocompatibility of the products has to be considered due to changes in behaviour
when the original material degrades [7]. While silk may be biocompatible, the product
may be harmful to the body or the environment. The ideal materials to be produced from
degradation are carbon dioxide, water vapour, and organic material, which is not harmful to
the environment. While this is ideal, it may not always be the case, many plastics (PVC and
PTFE) are safe to touch and handle but when burnt will produce chlorine and fluorine which
is toxic to humans. In the case of biocompatible materials, the toxicity of the product is the
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amount of product present, and it may be possible for small amounts of a toxic product to
be present, for example, CO may be produced below 50 ppm in 24 hours and still be safe. SF
is biocompatible and has been shown in multiple papers evaluated in terms of cytotoxicity,
intracutaneous reactivity, sensitization, acute systemic toxicity, subchronic systemic toxicity,
genotoxicity, and hemolysis. This allows for SF to be used in multiple applications including
as part of an SF battery.
2.1.2 Cost
The cost of TIMBS relies on the availability of the materials and how easy they are to
fabricate. However, for materials to be widely accepted, a few considerations are the cost of
TIMBs, how often TIMBs need replacing and the cost of operations with/without TIMBSs.
As with the majority of new and specialised materials, the initial cost will be relatively high;
however, this will reduce with time as both technology and understanding of the material
is improved. Several competitor materials can be used in implants, common metals that
are readily available and therefore cheaper are still regularly used, these materials include
stainless steel, cobalt-chrome alloy, titanium, and nickel-titanium alloy. The metals used in
implants are long-lasting, biocompatible and non-biodegradable, this will mean that a second
operation is required to remove the implant; this would not occur in TIMBs. The batteries
currently used in implants will tend to consist of lithium metal anodes with cathode systems
including iodine, again, this is long-lasting, cheaper materials and will not breakdown [8].
SF for experiments have a high cost at this time, £200 for 20 ml from Sigma Aldrich, this is
relatively high but will decrease as a better understanding of the material is gained.
2.1.3 Detection or Wireless Communication
There are several detection and communication methods for implantable bionics. This need
for communication with devices inside the body arrises from needing to monitor the devices
and the body [9]. This requirement is related to several parameters such as rate of drug
delivery, or investigation of the condition of the organ and if the condition is becoming
better or worse, close monitoring will then allow further steps to be taken at an earlier stage
improving future quality of life. There are various issues with communicating with devices in
the body, including distance to the detector, transmission rate and frequency of the device.
Communication is a developing field, one type of communication, as proposed in [9], which
uses a di↵erent frequency of 402-405 MHz to increase the distance and data transfer. A
second type uses a 433 MHz separate RF link which can transmit up to 9 cm, as opposed to
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6 cm in the previous method [10].
2.1.4 Power Management
There are two types of implantable batteries: single-use and rechargeable. Single-use bat-
teries require further operation at the end of the battery life to replace the battery whereas
rechargeable batteries can recharge without the need for a second operation. The requirement
for an operation will be dependent on if the battery is degradable or not. The rechargeable
batteries may require an external battery pack to provide the magnetic field to recharge the
internal battery [6]. Rechargeable batteries will only work near the surface of the body;
otherwise, the magnetic field will not be strong enough to induce a current in the internal
battery. For example, a pacemaker will require a single-use battery, this has a lifespan of
around seven years making this more reliable than rechargeable batteries, and due to the
position of the implant, it would be very ine cient and di cult to recharge. One issue
with power management is the size and capacity of energy storage. A battery must last a
su cient amount of time to complete the job required or long enough not to require invasive
surgery regularly. Multiple new methods are being investigated for rechargeable batteries.
An example of this is using light and photovoltaic converters to generate the necessary power
for the battery [11]. Other technologies of interest are devices which will be self-charged by
the energy harvested directly from the human body, and this can be done in a multitude of
ways such as using thermal energy and kinetic energy from the movement of the blood or
movement of body parts [12, 13].
2.1.5 Size
A limiting factor for the development of TIMBs has been the size of available technology.
The size and weight of an implant is an essential factor due to implant cost and the comfort of
patients. A large implant under the skin may be uncomfortable to have for extended periods
and may reduce the quality of life for the patient - for example, the patient would not be
able to partake in particular sports or activities. The size of technology has been decreased
dramatically due to improvements in microelectronics, biotechnology, and material science,
this has allowed for the continued development of smaller and smaller devices for a broader
range of uses [6, 13]. Batteries have a significant e↵ect on the size of the implant; typically,
a single-use battery will be larger as will require more charge and power. There has been
an investigation into battery-less implants which would decrease the size and weight of the
implant. Currently, there have been tests on animals for battery-less pressure sensors which
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shows that the technology, in the first trials, is successful and can be developed further for
use in humans in the future [14]. Another form of battery-less implants use an outside energy
source such as an inductive link, or from the neighbouring environment, however, this has
shown to be ine cient with power loss over the inductive link, as technology improves a
higher e ciency will enable smaller models [15].
The size of the material will a↵ect the biocompatibility of the decay products. A smaller
implant may have a smaller e↵ect due to the material being in a lower concentration. Where
a material may become harmful above a certain threshold, e.g. formation of small chain
carboxylic acids can lead to increased pH in su cient concentrations. Keeping the size as
small as reasonably possible will decrease the possibility of any issues with concentration [7].
SF can be made in a range of sizes, depending on the application. The smallest published
SF structure is quoted at 70-100 µm for a circular structure. This would be suitable for use
in the body as a biological battery.
2.1.6 Waste
For the majority of TIMBs, there will either be surgery for removal of the device or the
device will be permanent and left in the body. Due to the nature of the devices, these will
contribute to WEEE (waste electrical and electronic equipment). This waste has to be dealt
with in specialised facilities. This is reduced with biodegradable devices where the body
breaks down the device; this can also be completed via natural degradation. This makes for
more environmentally friendly implants [16].
In a standard operation using permanent materials, a second operation will remove the
device, with the waste of the device, there is also secondary waste associated with standard
procedure. This would include gloves, face masks and disposable tools used in operation.
Biodegradable materials remove the need for a second operation and the waste that is asso-
ciated with it.
The waste generated from the TIMBs breaking down will heavily depend on the material
chosen. For example, poly(caprolactone) can be used in implantable devices where degrada-
tion has been studied [17]. This reaction has shown to occasionally produce highly reactive
radicals that will then interact immediately with biological systems. However, it will, in
general, produce oligomers and water, which are harmless to the body (and the reason it
is FDA approved for a variety of medical applications). An SF battery will break down to
constituent molecules which are biocompatible. This means that the body will be able to
remove all the molecules and reduce waste going to landfill.
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2.2 Batteries
The scientific field of batteries encompasses a wide range of types of batteries, di↵erent
materials, electrochemical properties and varying uses of batteries. The two types of bat-
teries are primary batteries which are non-rechargeable and secondary batteries which are
rechargeable.
2.2.1 History of Batteries
Alessandro Volta first invented batteries in 1799 [18]. The original batteries consisted of discs
of two di↵erent metals, such as copper and zinc, separated by cardboard soaked in brine.
This type of battery was known as the voltaic pile; shown in figure 1. This type of battery
had an issue where the metal would corrode, and scientific understanding at the time could
not account for this fault. In 1833 the Daniell cell was invented [19], which solved corrosion
issues and a hydrogen issue in which bubbles form at interfaces. These types of batteries were
regularly improved over the next 100 years as scientific knowledge improved to give a better
understanding of the shortcomings of the previous version. Up to 1850 batteries were single-
use and could not be recharged; however, with the invention of the lead-acid cell in 1859,
rechargeable batteries were made [19]. In the turn of the century, Thomas Edison worked on
making cheap and widespread iron-nickel batteries aimed at being used for electric vehicles,
while this did not manifest, he did contribute batteries to a wide range of other applications
such for trains, backup power for signals and lamps. In 1912 lithium-ion batteries were first
experimented with, creating one of the most common battery types of the present day. The
lithium-ion battery has undergone drastic changes since 1912 to become the batteries that
are recognised today. This occurred in 1997, where pyrolysed silicon-containing polymers
were used as high capacity anodes to dramatically reduce the size and increase the specific
capacity [20].
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Figure 1: An image showing a voltaic pile battery, taken from [18]. The copyright license
has been included in the supporting evidence.
2.2.2 Current Technology
Currently, batteries are used for a wide range of applications utilising various materials and
di↵erent types of battery. A standard battery consists of an anode, cathode, the current
collectors this sits on, electrolyte and separator, some types of battery will vary from this,
but in general, this form is correct for modern batteries, this can be seen in figure 2 [21].
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Figure 2: An image showing the standard battery structure, taken from [21].
There are two main types of batteries available; within each category, there are multiple
types of battery. Primary batteries include:
• Alkaline batteries
• Coin cell batteries
For secondary batteries:






These lists are not exhaustive but provide a range of examples. Each type of battery has
its’ advantages and disadvantages that are not associated with the battery being primary
or secondary. For example, Li-ion and Li-Po batteries can be explosive if set up incorrectly,
whereas Ni-Cd batteries are non-explosive with a simple installation method, but Ni-Cd
batteries do contain toxic material. One of the most common battery materials currently is
lithium. Lithium has many advantages that other materials do not have, such as lightweight,
very high power density and high voltage production. Primary batteries are, in general, made
of zinc, manganese dioxide and potassium hydroxide. An analysis of the periodic table and
how suitable each element is shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: An image showing the suitable battery materials, taken from [21].
There is a wide range of applications for di↵erent batteries. In general, primary batteries
are used for everyday objects and small appliances that require a low voltage to run. Typical
uses for primary batteries include torches, remotes, wall clocks, small portable gadgets,
watches and other miniature electronic products. These require small batteries with low
voltages, and have a long battery life. Secondary batteries have a wide range of uses both in
small and large appliances. Lead-acid batteries are used in electric vehicles; however, they
are relatively large and have a low power density.
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2.2.3 Future of Batteries
The field of batteries is a continually evolving subject; the future of batteries will be heavily
linked with environmental concerns, safety and cost. With constant research into new ma-
terials for both the electrodes and the electrolyte, which results in new types of batteries.
The main aims of the future are to reduce the cost to make the batteries - either through
cheaper materials or simpler production techniques, increased capacity and higher voltages.
One suggested improvement would be the removal of cobalt; cobalt is a rare metal and
expensive which is present in cathodes in lithium-ion batteries, the removal will make the
batteries cheaper and produce a higher energy density [22]. Another material of scientific
interest is the use of silicon in place of graphite for the anode. Silicon has ten times the
capacity of graphite and will lead to longer-lasting batteries [23]. The use of silicon in [23]
can be sustainably produced and environmentally friendly from using barley husks, whereas
graphite is mined by open pit and underground methods, which is more harmful to the en-
vironment [24]. Faster charging is also of interest as this removes the need for larger and
more powerful batteries if it can be recharged in a short time frame. [25] describes how faster
charging can be gained by increasing the temperature of the battery with a high voltage. [26]
has also demonstrated that higher temperatures conserve the battery life when charging, the
higher temperatures reduce the lithium batteries from plating.
2.2.4 Polymers in Batteries
For both current and future batteries, polymers play an essential role. Polymer batteries
have been around since 1987 when poly(aniline) was used [27]. Since then a range of other
polymers have been explored for use in batteries. Specific polymers have been designed to
allow for stable artificial interfaces and improve battery safety which is required for future
batteries. Several polymers being developed to improve batteries [28], such as poly(ethylene
oxide)-based networks which allow the battery and polymer to be recycled as it becomes mal-
leable at higher temperatures, [29]. Some innovative polymers include self-healing binders,
which will allow for longer life span batteries as the polymer will not degrade as quickly. An-
other area that has undergone intensive study are solid polymer electrolytes, which aim to be
low cost and easy to integrate with current technology [28]. Polymers have multiple benefits
over standard metals, such as better charging speed and cycling stability [30]. These bene-
fits occur for several reasons; for example, a reduced ion di↵usion path will improve the rate
capabilities of most batteries, this is due to the increased number of pores found in polymer
materials [31]. Polymers can be designed for a range of uses which can benefit the battery
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industry. A new polymer, poly(2,5-dihydroxyaniline), has been synthesised with a quoted
energy storage capacity of 443 mAhg –1 whereas NCA, Co-Al co-doped Lithium Nickel Oxide
cathode, has an energy storage capacity of 200 mAhg –1 [32, 33]. Another novel polymer is
polyaniline polysulfide which has a quoted energy storage capacity of 980 mAhg –1, this is
taken from an initial test and may decrease on repeated cycles [34]. However, there is little
literature referencing polyaniline polysulfide since the first study, but there has been research
on polyaniline, which has shown to be e↵ective. Polyaniline has been shown to have high
energy storage and retains the storage after repeated cycles - initial value of 785 mAhg –1
and drops to 472 mAhg –1 after 100 cycles [35].
SF has a discharge capacity of 133 mAhg –1 [36]. This, however, is dependent on the size
of the pores present in the material. The capacity will increase as the pore size increases.
For pores of 38-22 µm, the discharge is 109.5 133 mAhg –1, whereas, at 250-106 µ m, the
discharge is 133 mAhg –1 [36]. This is in agreement with other publications where a range of
100-130 mAhg –1 has been quoted [37].
For SF in batteries, there are two areas in which SF is used, the electrodes and the
electrolyte. The electrolyte is made from SF mixed with choline nitrate, the inclusion of
choline nitrate increases the di↵usivity of ions through the material. Choline nitrate is
a molten salt, which will conduct ions. The electrodes are formed by coating a piece of
magnesium or gold in SF to create the anode and cathode, respectively. The anode may
be made of other metals, but experimentally magnesium has been used. The silk layers
encapsulating the battery will determine how long the battery will generate a current and
how quickly the battery will then decompose [5]. A diagram of an SF battery has been
included in figure 4
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Figure 4: An image showing a schematic of an SF battery. a) View x of the battery. b) View
z of the battery. c) a labelled diagram of the SF battery. Produced by Mathew Haskew
(unpublished).
2.2.5 Biocompatible and Biodegradable Batteries
Biocompatible batteries are batteries for use in the body. This biocompatibility is especially
crucial for using batteries in the body, in a medical capacity, for personalised advanced
healthcare (both wearable and implantable) devices [38,39]. Breakdown of the biodegradable
battery produces the original materials. This breakdown can occur in a few ways such as
bacteria performing decomposition on the material, the material breaking down over time
or breakdown from an electric current. This breakdown has benefits such as reducing the
electronic waste generated, as covered previously, it also reduces the number of operations
required, only one is needed to implant the battery, and none will be required to remove the
battery. One issue with biocompatible batteries is that the battery must work optimally at
body temperature, or higher if present on the skin rather than inside the body [40].
2.3 Silk
Silk fibroin from the B. Mori silkworm is the primary material used throughout this project.
The structure of SF is ( Ala Gly Ser Gly Ala Gly )n. This Ala-Gly rich material is
spun by silkworms to produce strong and tough fibres [1], the monomers are shown in figure
5. B. Mori is one of the most widely studied strains of silk due to the availability and biocom-
patibility of it. SF is biodegradable and biocompatible, as shown in [4,41]. This has lead to
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many proposed uses such as clothing, composite materials, sutures and a wide range of engi-
neering and biomedical applications. However, synthetic silk has not successfully replicated
the natural silk properties as of yet. Additionally, there has not been a full computational
model of SF, using ( Ala Gly Ser Gly Ala Gly )n with experimentally accurate ratios
of water, choline and magnesium ions. For this project, a significantly simplified structure of
silk has been used ( Ala Gly )n. SF will be modelled with various other molecules (water,
magnesium ions and choline) that may be used in biological batteries.
Figure 5: An image showing the simulated unit in SF, the green cell indicates glycine and
the red cell shows alanine. Created by the Author using Ovito [42].
The SF simulated material repeat structure is (-Ala-Gly-)n, as shown in figure 5 [43]. For
this project, the size of the unit-cell is (-Ala-Gly-)16, as discussed in the methodology. The
structure shown, figure 5, has 20 atoms but still contains the capping atoms, which, when
removed, form water to create longer chains such as (-Ala-Gly-)2 or higher. Individually
alanine contains 13 atoms, having two conformational isomers with only one structure found
naturally. Glycine has ten atoms, with glycine being the most simple amino acid. This
project does not consider the addition of Ser, as it does not a↵ect the 13C cross-polarisation
magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) NMR chemical shifts. This has little e↵ect on the simulated
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structure however from an experimental view without Ser the SF will be soft whereas the
addition of the Ser acts like glue and holds the SF together. The computational model is
discussed in further detail in the methodology.
2.3.1 Composition of Silk
Experimental SF is a complicated structure. The full structure contains Gly (42.9 %), Ala
(30.0 %), Ser (12.2 %), and Tyr (4.8 %) [44] and an assortment of other amino acids. These
amino acids often occur in one of three repeat sequences: ( Ala Gly Ser Gly Ala Gly )n,
( Gly Ala Gly Ala Gly Val Gly Tyr)n
and ( Gly Ala Ala Gly )n [44] shown in figure 6. The oligomer ( Ala Gly Ser Gly Ala Gly )n
can create a crystalline region, the amorphous region will be formed of ( Gly Ala Ala Gly )n
and negatively charged, polar, bulky hydrophobic, and aromatic residues [44]. There are dif-
ferent ways of showing the structure of SF, [45] describes the structure as repeat ( Gly X )n
where X can take the form of Ala, Ser, Tyr, Val and Thr. However, Tyr, Val and Thr have
not been mentioned as a part of the structure in either [44, 46]. This disparity may occur
due to the low amounts Tyr, Val and Thr are found in the structure (5%).
Figure 6: An image to show the di↵erence in silk structure. Created by the Author. a) shows
the simplified silk structure. b) shows the complex silk structure.
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The structure of the silk comprises of a heavy (H) chain and a light (L) chain connected
by a disulphide bond [44]. Various papers agree with the presence of a heavy and light chain,
but the weights of the two are di↵erent, such as in [45] the heavy chain has a weight of 391
kDa and the light chain of 26 kDa. Whereas [44] has shown the weights to be 390 kDa
and 26 kDa of the heavy and light chain. The di↵erence in weight is minimal and has not
changed for the light chain. [45] also confirms both the weight and the connecting disulphide
bond but then goes on to say that the light chain has little influence on the structure and
properties of SF. There is also a third chain which appears in aqueous silk - a glycoprotein
named P25 with a weight of 30 kDa. The ratio of these appearing is 6:6:1, as shown in [45].
SF from B. Mori can assume two di↵erent forms, type I and type II. Silk I is the name
given to silk before it undergoes spinning. Where spinning is the process of conversion
from a random coil and alpha helical soluble conformations to beta sheet fibres. The silk
I is formed of repeated  -turn type II [47]. This paper has performed this investigation
on non-crystalline silk and thus may change at di↵erent (higher) temperatures and with
di↵erent repeat sequences. The main sequence used to determine the type I silk has been
( Ala Gly )15, which will be accurate for the model used throughout this research, where
the primary structure used for calculations are ( Ala Gly )16 [47]. The method for eluci-
dating the type I structure uses solid-state two dimensional spin-di↵usion nuclear magnetic
resonance and rotational-echo double-resonance [48]. Type 2 silk occurs after spinning of
the silk. It di↵ers from silk I in structure and strength. The structure of silk II contains
a significant portion of antiparallel   sheets [1]. An acceptable representation of what a
parallel and antiparallel   sheets are in SF is in figure 7 [49,50].
The silk sheets are held together by hydrogen bonds. For the silk material, the hydrogen
bonds are formed between i ! i +4. This notation describes the residues between which the
hydrogen bonds form. Other hydrogen bonds can occur but i ! i +4 are the most prominent
bonds in this structure, especially in the ↵-helix formation. The hydrogen bonds in silk occur
between the NH and CO groups, where the CO is double bonded. The CO group of residue i
of a polypeptide is hydrogen bonded to the NH group of residue i + 4. The hydrogen bonds
occur between the same two groups in the   sheets. i ! i +4 intramolecular hydrogen bonds
stabilise the repeat  -turn type II structure (the yellow dashed lines represents hydrogen bond
interactions). The overall planar sheets are held together by intermolecular hydrogen bonding




The structure and secondary structure can be investigated via multiple di↵erent pathways
including infrared spectroscopy (and various forms of this), nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy, scanning electron microscope (SEM) and x-ray di↵raction; this is a small subset
of the available methods to investigate the structure. Each method provides slightly dif-
ferent information, for example, infrared spectroscopy (IR) shows the bond frequency when
interacting with infrared radiation, this then allows for the type of bond and bond group
to be deduced, and secondary structure information may also be present. NMR allows for
functional group identification, mainly used for proteins. SEM allows for a close look at
the structure; in general, the sample must be liquid or crystal depending on the available
resources.
The silk structure can contain antiparallel   sheets and parallel   sheets, additionally, ↵
helixes can be found in the silk structure. ↵ helices are a spiral structure; the most concise
description is that the main-chain or polypeptide chains are twisted into a spiral, commonly
found as a right-hand spiral but can occur as a left-hand spiral. The left-hand spirals occur
when a large portion of the molecule is formed of glycine; this is true for the structure
considered in this project [51]. This allows for the close packing of chains and accounts
for the protein structure of the molecule. The   sheets do not allow for large side chains
otherwise the structure would become unstable.
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Figure 7: An image showing the antiparallel and parallel   sheets in the schematic form [50].
a) Shows the parallel   sheets. b) Shows the antiparallel   sheets. Made by the Author.
Infrared spectroscopy has been extensively performed for the silk material. Three main
types of IR spectroscopy are considered in this report: IR, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy.
The experiments have been performed for multiple types of silk; this allows for a comparison
of their structure [52]. The comparison has been made on naturally occurring silk material
rather than synthetic silk, which will have a unique IR spectrum. The IR spectra allows
for some details on the structure of a simplified version of B. Mori silk it produces a peak
at 1395 cm –1 which is consistent with the greater amount of sericin in the outermost layer
for silks such as B. Mori [52]. A di↵erence between the inner and outer layers of silk has
also been demonstrated via the use of IR [52]. [53] has used FTIR to analyse the secondary
structure and estimate the percentage of ↵ helix and   sheets present in the silk material.
[54] has performed FT-IR on synthetic SF fibres, with the results agreeing strongly with
those presented in [53]. Both papers have shown that the most substantial peak occurs
at 1652/1657 cm –1, which is a good agreement between the two. However [54] has only
provided the data between 1600 and 1700 cm –1 and the rest of the spectrum is not visible to
the reader this means a direct comparison can not be performed and relative absorbance can
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not be compared. [55] has also performed FT-IR; however, this has used a slightly di↵erent
silk model utilising Antheraea pernyi SF instead of B. Mori. The main peak produced for
this silk occurs at 1659cm –1, very similar to the previous data generated by FT-IT data. The
IR of A. Pernyi and B. Mori are shown to be similar in [52], indicating that the structure of
the two are similar and would have mostly the same proteins present. This reduced range has
also removed the fingerprint region, which is a useful tool for identifying unique structures.
The third type of IR that can be used is Raman spectroscopy, the shape of the graph and
the positions of the peaks are again very similar to FT-IR [56]. There are a few di↵erences
in the spectra, but this may be a result of [56] using liquid silk rather than SF solid. As the
monomers of SF, the IR spectra of alanine and glycine have been included to compare to
the SF IR spectrum, figures 8.
Figure 8: Figure showing the IR spectrum of natural spun SF, Glycine and Alanine, repro-
duced by the Author using data from [57].
Another critical tool for the analysis of the secondary structure of B. Mori is the use of
Ramachandran plots. Ramachandran plots plot   vs  torsional angles, shown in figure 10.
A torsional angle, more commonly known as a dihedral, is the angle between two intersecting
planes, formed by three consecutive bonds in a molecule, demonstrated in figure 9. This tool
is mainly used for studying the secondary structure of proteins [58].
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Figure 9: Figure showing a torsional angle,  , in a silk chain. Created by the Author.
Ramachandran plots can be determined both experimentally and computationally, which
lends itself to being a useful tool for verification, to see how accurate the computational
model is compared to expected values. Furthermore, Ramachandran plots are unique for
each molecule and thus provides a method for characterisation. The experimentally deter-
mined plots that are of importance for this project are Ala and Gly Ramachandran plots;
this is due to these proteins being the building blocks for the silk structure. There are silk
Ramachandran plots available which are discussed below, these are from experimental struc-
tures of B. Mori silk, as shown in figures 10 and 11. There is a description of the proteins
and associated Ramachandran plot - including a breakdown of the Ramachandran plots for
each specific region. Below the Ramachandran plots for Gly, Ala and Ser have been included
due to the importance and relevance. The plots will allow a direct comparison later in the
project; these are in figures 12, 13 and 14. The comparison of these three will provide the
allowed regions for   and  for the full silk structure. The use of ala and gly will provide
the allowed regions for the simplified silk structure, as discussed later in the thesis. [59, 60]
have discussed types of structure present in Ramachandran plots and the nomenclature that
corresponds to this, shown in figure 15. [60] has presented an argument for renaming one
such region the turn region as it encompasses so many di↵erent secondary structures that it
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is hard to justify using one name to represent the area.
Figure 10: Ramachandran plot of the allowed torsion angles of alanine in SF, as determined
by solid-state NMR. Taken from [61].
Figure 11: Ramachandran plot of the allowed torsion angles of glycine in SF, as determined
by solid-state NMR. Taken from [61].
Figure 12: Ramachandran plot for alanine molecule, taken from [60].
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Figure 13: Ramachandran plot for glycine molecule, taken from [60].
Figure 14: Ramachandran plot for serine molecule, taken from [60].
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Figure 15: Ramachandran plot for alanine molecule, taken from [59].Where: ↵-helix (↵), 310-
helix (3), ⇡-helix (⇡), left-handed ↵-helix(↵L), 2.27 ribbon (2), polyproline-ii (II), collagen
(C), parallel  -sheet (""), and antiparallel  -sheet ("#). Taken from [60].
2.3.3 SF Battery
In addition to the charged ions, choline or choline nitrate will also appear in the cell. Choline
nitrate is an ionic liquid which improves the conductivity of the cell, as thus very important
for inclusion into an SF battery. Due to the size of the choline, it will have a significant
e↵ect on the structure of the cell. Choline nitrate is two separate species with cationic
choline and anionic/zwitterionic glycine [62]. There is an agreement that choline nitrate will
be present as two separate species; however, there is little agreement or investigation into
the behaviour of choline nitrate in polymers, looking specifically at silk. [63] suggests that
the choline nitrate or any form of choline will statically bind to polymer chains via hydrogen
bonding. This computational paper also shows that the choline molecule will sit in between
the polymer chains. [64] has shown that as choline nitrate is introduced into the system, the
tensile strength is reduced. This is a direct result of choline nitrate reducing the number of
hydrogen bonds that can form; this is supported by [5] which shows that choline increases the
distance between the chains and thus reduces the hydrogen bonding strength between Ala
and Gly. This is not in agreement with [63], where it shows the inclusion of the ionic liquid
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increases the bonding between adjacent chains, and thus an increase in tensile strength. The
two papers di↵er in the type of ionic liquid used, [63] has used choline glycine, whereas [5,64]
have used choline nitrate. The same Author writes both [5, 64]. Furthermore [63, 65] both
agree that that the inclusion of choline ions stabilises the structure due to the molecule
binding to the polymer, it is assumed the binding is formed from hydrogen bonds, but this
is not explicitly stated. Choline nitrate has been shown, computationally, to be mobile in
specific polymers where the charge allows it to travel through the porous structure [66].
Three SF batteries with varying amounts of choline have been created [5]. The amounts are
1:1, 1:3 and 1:5 with the ratio of silk to choline by molecular weight. The number of water
molecules added will not a↵ect the choline ratio. The structure of the silk will vary when
additional molecules are added into the cell. The most likely molecules that would interact
with the silk are water, charged ions and choline [5]. This paper has suggested sodium and
magnesium ions to be the cations to di↵use through the cell. However, multiple papers have
suggested that various other ions could be used, and it appears that we are not limited to
a specific ion for use with silk [37]. The papers have comparable Nyquist plots for the two
di↵erent ions, Mg and Li. The two graphs show that the Mg has a higher Z” than the
lithium-ion. The lithium-ion experiment has been performed at 25 degrees celsius. However,
the temperature is unknown for the magnesium ion, there is a suggested range of 20 to 150
degrees celsius, but this is not a definitive temperature, [5,37]. The temperature will have a
direct e↵ect on the resistance of the battery. The two plots have been shown in figure 16.
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Figure 16: An image to show the comparison of two Nyquist plots of two di↵erent ions in
the Silk cell. Where a is the Nyquist plot for the magnesium ion taken from [5], and b is the
Nyquist plot for the lithium-ion taken from [37].
2.3.4 SF Computational Simulations
For simulations classical mechanics or density functional theory can be used. There are a few
limited papers that have utilised quantum mechanics to simulate silk structures [67]. This
has used DFT to create an optimised structure, and then a classical mechanic’s molecular
dynamics run has been performed. The classical mechanics methods have used a variety
of force fields which will alter the results. Specific force fields will have been optimised for
di↵erent calculations. The CHARMM27 force field has been used in both [68, 69]; the force
field has been previously used to simulate proteins and earlier silk models accurately. [67]
has used the parm99 forcefield to simulate the silk for a molecular dynamics run. This is
a result of additional ions in the system and thus a requirement for a di↵erent force field,
however, little reasoning has been o↵ered for this choice.
The paper that has performed a range of calculations is a study into the change of silk
structure via the use of molecular dynamics [1]. A more in-depth study of the silk material
has been performed in [68], where deformations under tensile and shear stress have been
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investigated. The same paper has investigated both amorphous and crystalline regions of
silk which very few other papers have completed. There are a few di↵erences between the
methods taken by both papers - the size of the cell, the structure used and the method used
in the molecular dynamics. For the size of the cell [68] has carried out a further investigation
into the optimal size for simulations to recreate experimental results. The model should have
at least six to eight residues to recreate the   sheet structure accurately. Other papers have
shown the size of their boxes but not the reason behind this [1,69]. The published box sizes
will impact the generated structure for the project. Four boxes have been published for the
SF structure: 23.64 Å ⇥ 19.2 Å ⇥ 22.4 Å [68], 20 Å ⇥ 20 Å ⇥ 20 Å [68], 20 Å ⇥ 20 Å ⇥ 20
Å [69] and 55 Å ⇥ 38 Å ⇥ 71 Å [67]. The box size from [67] is exceptionally large compared
to the others due to the investigation considering how SF behaves at interfaces with water
and thus has additional space to include the water.
The structure used will have a significant impact on the material. The type of structure
simulated will also change; it appears that modelling only the crystalline region is the most
adopted method, [1,67,69]. It is possible to simulate the amorphous region of silk via molec-
ular dynamics [68]; however, this is not regularly undertaken, due to the complex structure
and more expensive computational cost. The structure allows for di↵erences between two
models to be compared; however, few studies have been performed on the amorphous region.
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3 Methodology
This methodology aims to discuss and rationalise the method taken to generate the results for
this project. The reasons for any choice made has been shown with supporting calculations
and graphs to rationalise and validate the method.
3.1 Classical vs Quantum
Classical mechanics and quantum mechanics can both be used to simulate energies, atomistic
structures and trajectories of atoms. The main di↵erences between the two methods lies in
how the energies are calculated. In classical mechanics the energy is calculated numerically
solving Newton’s equations of motion for a system of interacting particles, where forces
between the particles and potential energies are calculated using user defined molecular
mechanics force fields. Where as KS-DFT solves the the one-electron Schrödinger equation
as discussed in more detail below. This is an important distinction as the lack of force
field allows for DFT to simulate the breaking and making of bonds between any atoms in a
specified distance. This is a result of the additional electronic information included in the
electronic structure. This is not a possibility with the use of force fields as only user-defined
interactions can occur, which limits bonds forming and breaking but shows how bonds act in
given environments. Quantum mechanics has been chosen over classical mechanics for this
project for a variety of reasons. Quantum mechanics allows for a deeper understanding of
the electronic behaviour and thus will simulate the making and breaking of hydrogen bonds
more rigorously than compared to classical. This is important for SF due to the number of
hydrogen bonds that can be formed in the structure. Part of the motivation of this project
is to provide a comparison to classical mechanics data and thus quantum mechanics will be
required for this.
Although [70] was published in 2004 and does not include the latest developments in
either classical or quantum simulations, it discusses the di↵erences in accuracy between the
two types of simulations. It has concluded that quantum calculations are more accurate even
when classical mechanics use a three-body term. However [71] has shown good agreement
between the two methods of calculation, this may be due to improvements of computational
resources or those simulations performed in [71] are more straightforward, and thus a similar
accuracy is expected. DFT can simulate up to a few thousand atoms in a structure, given
su cient computational power whereas classical mechanics can simulate up to a million
atoms, again dependent on the computational power available. This system size will a↵ect
the applications DFT can be applied to, biological viruses will require more atoms than DFT
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is capable of, but a small crystal structure will be simulated to a high degree of accuracy by
DFT. This shows DFT is more computationally expensive compared to classical mechanics;
this cost is mainly dependent on basis sets and functionals chosen.
3.2 DFT+D3
Density functional theory is a modelling method used to investigate electronic structure [72].
This can be performed on a range of systems from single atoms up to multibody systems.
Kohn-Sham DFT (KS-DFT) is a variation of DFT where the total energy of the investigated
system is given as a functional of the charge density, similar to DFT; this aims to solve the
one-electron Schrödinger equation, [73]. The particles in the Kohn–Sham system are non-
interacting fermions which gives rise to a density similar to a system of interacting particles.
There are other DFT methods including SDFT (spin-DFT) and RDFT (relativistic-DFT).
The variations are concerned with adding components to make DFT more accurate. For
example SDFT looks at molecules behaviour when a magnetic field is applied. This can be
completed relatively easily by adding a suitable index to the densities.
The equations used in KS-DFT are given in equations 1 to 3. For equation 1 E[p] is the
total energy, Ts[p] is the kinetic energy of the system, vext is the external potential acting on
the interacting system, EH [p] is the Hartree energy, and Exc[p] is the exchange-correlation
energy. For equation 2 where Ts[p] is the kinetic energy of the system, h is the reduced
Planck constant, 52 is the Laplacian operator. For equation 3 p(r) is the electron density
and r is a given radius.
E[p] = Ts[p] +
Z

















|r   r0| (3)
The exchange-correlation energy is determined through the use of exchange-correlation
functionals. This is due to the actual form of Exc is not known; approximate functionals
based upon the electron density are used to describe this term. Exc[p] can contain empirical
parameters where the values have been fitted to experiments or non-empirical parameters.
For example, BLYP contains empirical parameters, and PBE does not. The correct functional
for each project will change depending on the required calculations and must be determined
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via comparison calculations.
Density functional theory + dispersion correction (DFT+D3) has been utilised through-
out this project for all calculations [72]. DFT functionals, as standard, do not recreate the
London dispersion interactions accurately [74]. KS-DFT poorly recreates long-range inter-
actions; this is due to KS-DFT works for one-electron systems and thus will not contain any
terms for electron-electron interactions, [73]. However, the addition of D3 accounts for long-
range dispersion interactions which include hydrogen bonds, this is essential for modelling
large systems of polymers [72]. The D3 is an empirical correction for the DFT model, as
generally, all DFT models neglect the long-range interactions and hydrogen bonds due to
the computational cost and low e ciency of generating the interaction [75]. The D3 term
improves accuracy without being significantly more computationally expensive and more
precisely describes the electrostatic and exchange-repulsion interactions [75]. The DFT re-
quires a basis set and an exchange-correlation function. For this project DZVP and BLYP
have been chosen. This is discussed in greater detail in section 3.3 and 3.4.
The main equations for DFT are equations 4 to 11.
Equation 4 is the total DFT+D3 energy created by the addition of atom pairwise disper-
sion correction to the KS-DFT energies [72]. The C9 term models this long-range interaction.
The dispersion energy is made up of the two and three-body interaction energies, as shown
in equation 5. The most important two-body term is calculated at long range in equation 6.
Where the CABn term denotes the n-th order dispersion coe cient for atom pair AB. rAB is
the internuclear distance between any two atoms, A and B, where A 6= B. For equation 7, sn
is a functional dependent scaling factor which matches the long and midrange correlation of
D3 with the semi-local correlation computed by the functional, in this case, the functional is
BLYP. With fn,d is an adequate damping function which is included in all calculations, with
all other parameters previously appearing in other equations. RAB0 and f(R
AB
0 )in equations
8 and 9, [74,76,77]. In addition to the two-body term, a three-body term can be calculated
for DFT-D3 by Axildor-Teller-Muto (ATM) model, which is more complex as this includes
angles and bond lengths rather than just the equilibrium distance between two atoms [78],
this model is shown in equation 10. The angles used in equation 10 are the internal angles
formed by the triangle of three bodies: A, B and C. Perhaps the most important equation
for this DFT+D3 is given in equation 11, this term accounts for the long-range dispersion
forces generated by the London dispersion forces and hydrogen bonding [72].
Equation 4 gives the total energy of the DFT-D3 corrected system, with EKS DFT
representing the Kohn-Shan DFT as discussed above and Edisp is the energy of the dispersion
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correction.
EDFT D3 = EKS DFT + Edisp (4)
Equation 5 is the dispersion correction as a sum of two- and three-body terms, E2andE3
respectively.
Edisp = E
2 + E3 (5)
Equation 6 shows the long-range dispersion correction. Equation 7 shows the two-body
term. CABn denotes the averaged isotropic nth order dispersion coe cient for atom pair AB,
where rnAB is their internuclear distance [72]. Sn is a scaling factor, functional dependent, to
match the long and midrange correlation of D3 with the semi-local correlation computed by

























The internuclear distance is given by equation 8, CAB8 , C
AB
6 is a specific-order dispersion






The damping function is in equation 9. Where RAB0 is the cuto↵ radius, and a1 is the
steepness parameter which has been set [72].
f(RAB0 ) = a1R
AB
0 + a1 (9)






CABC9 3cos(✓a)cos(✓b)cos(✓c) + 1
(rABrBCrCA)3
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A brief comparison of simulations with and without the D3 correction have been per-
formed. This was performed on single alanine and glycine molecules with an additional water
molecule to see how the hydrogen bond is a↵ected and the e↵ect on the energy of the cell.
Figure 17 shows that without the D3 correction, a second hydrogen bond has been unable to
form. This is accurately represented in table 1, where the D3 calculation has lower energy











No D3 1.5986 NA
Table 1: Table showing the di↵erence in length of the hydrogen bonding in alanine.
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Figure 17: An image to show the change in hydrogen bonds for D3 and no D3 calculation in
alanine. Created by the Author using Vesta [79]. a) shows two hydrogen bonds formed in
the D3 calculation and b) shows the singular hydrogen bond in the no D3 calculation.
The DFT script has been included in supporting information.
3.3 Functionals




PADE is the Local-density approximations (LDA) CP2K equivalent. Perdew, Burke and
Ernzerhof (PBE) and Becke, Lee, Yang, and Parr - BLYP is an exchange-correlation func-
tional [76, 80, 81].
The equation for LDA/PADE is given in equation 12 [81]. Where n(r) is the density, r is
the radius, Exo[n] is the exchange and correlation energy per electron, ⌫xc is the exchange-













The equation for the functional, BLYP is given in equations 13 and 14 [74,76,77]. Where
ELDA
X
is the energy of the LDA approximation, ⇢  is the spin density,   and   are chosen
coe cients, SE denotes semi-empirical, and x  is the dimensionless ratio given in equation





















The equation for PBE is given in equation 15 [80]. Where ✏unif
X
(n) is the exchange
correlation energy per particle of a uniform electron gas, ⇣ is the relative spin polarisation,
and s is a dimensionless density gradient, and FXC is an enhancement factor over a local
range.




(n)FXC(rs, ⇣, s) (15)
To determine which functional to use a comparison has been made, both to literature and
each other. The literature comparison involved running small simulations of the monomers of
SF with each functional and comparing to literature values. The calculations that have been
performed analysed bond lengths of alanine, glycine and choline and energy calculations
of constituent atoms. To gain a comparison the same basis set, DZVP, has been used
throughout. Comparing the speed and computational cost of functionals have been shown
in table 2, these simulations have been performed on SF. A second method for choosing
which functional is best suited for this project is comparing bond lengths to experimentally
calculated values; however, there are no experimental values for the simplified SF structure,
these simulations have been performed on alanine and glycine to make up for this lack of
data, this comparison is shown in table 3 and 4. The published data is from [82]. These









BLYP 96 34.6 1451 41.9
PBE 96 34.6 1427 41.2
PADE 96 34.6 1662 48.0
Table 2: Table showing the number of steps produced for various functionals.


























C1 H1 1.0799 -1.7011 1.1101 1.0366 1.0987 0.0027 1.0986
C1 H2 1.1172 -1.9799 1.1086 1.1967 1.0992 0.3332 1.0955
C1 H3 1.1317 2.9352 1.1177 2.9352 1.1025 0.2847 1.0994
C1 C2 1.5334 0.2307 1.5432 0.8680 1.5301 0.8510 1.5299
C2 H4 1.1230 1.9862 1.1275 2.3957 1.1124 1.0244 1.1011
C2 N1 1.4728 -0.2715 1.4962 1.3129 1.4980 1.4362 1.4768
C2 C3 1.4948 -3.3881 1.5484 0.0801 1.5439 0.4020 1.5472
N1 H5 1.0437 2.4520 1.0307 1.1681 1.0268 0.7892 1.0188
N1 H6 1.0451 2.5714 1.0357 1.6469 1.0266 0.7498 1.0189
C3 O1 1.2228 1.0270 1.2234 1.0741 1.2227 1.0179 1.2104
C3 O2 1.3534 0.4996 1.3857 2.9006 1.3967 3.7204 1.3466
O2 H7 0.9675 -3.2172 0.9786 -2.1008 0.9808 -1.8807 0.9996
Table 3: Table showing the comparison of alanine bond lengths to published data (all num-
bers are rounded to 4dp).






















N1 H4 N/A 1.0338 -1.1304 1.0243 -2.0361 1.0456
N1 H5 N/A 1.0296 -1.6187 1.0255 -2.0096 1.0465
N1 C1 N/A 1.4642 0.2671 1.4770 1.1429 1.4603
C1 H2 N/A 1.1217 0.8397 1.1143 0.1780 1.1123
C1 H3 N/A 1.1170 0.5238 1.1042 -0.6228 1.1112
C1 C2 N/A 1.5325 1.7076 1.5423 2.3607 1.5068
C2 O1 N/A 1.2223 0.0458 1.2214 -0.0246 1.2217
C2 O2 N/A 1.3768 2.0751 1.3991 3.7291 1.3488
O2 H1 N/A 0.9839 1.6899 0.9790 1.1865 0.9675
Table 4: Table showing the comparison of glycine bond lengths to Published data (all num-
bers are rounded to 4dp).
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The atom references can be seen in figures 18 and 19.
From tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that PADE accurately describes C-O bonds in alanine
but does not describe other bonds as well as other functionals. However, when PADE
has been used to simulate glycine the structure has broken and has lead to PADE being
removed from further calculations (except the basis sets comparison calculations as they
were performed before this result). BLYP appears to replicate the majority of the bonds at
a lower level of error compared to PBE for alanine however both functionals perform equally
when applied to glycine, with PBE seemingly recreating the nitrogen environment better for
all cases of N-X bonding.
Further calculations have been performed to further di↵erentiate between PBE and
BLYP. Single point energy calculations have been performed on the constituent atoms and
then compared these to experimental data, shown in table 5. The experimental data is in-
cluded in the potential file provided by CP2K [83]. There has been a lack of data for hartree
energies for alanine and glycine.













H -0.4957 -0.8690 -0.4945 -1.1088 -0.5
C -5.4020 0.8393 -5.3441 -0.2416 -5.3570
N -9.7306 0.9186 -9.7271 0.8820 -9.6420
O -15.7418 -0.2033 -15.7516 -0.1410 -15.7739
Ala -63.1767 - -63.0611 - -
Gly -56.3018 - -56.2108 - -
Table 5: Table showing the comparison of single-point energy calculations to experimental
values.
In table 5, BLYP has performed better for all atoms in comparison to experimental results
except the hydrogen atom, this can be seen by looking at the percentage error for each atom.
This has lead to the decision to use BLYP for all further calculations, except vibrational
calculations which use PBE functonal, this is explained in section 3.6.3.
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Figure 18: An image to show the label nomenclature for alanine. Created by the Author
using Vesta [79].
Figure 19: An image to show the label nomenclature for glycine. Created by the Author
using Vesta [79].
3.4 Basis Sets
A basis set is a set of one particle functions used to create molecular orbitals for the system,
these functions are typically atomic orbitals centered on atoms, but can theoretically be any
function. A diagram of how a basis set is used is shown in figure 20. For this project, three





Figure 20: An image to show how a basis set is used. Taken from [84].
Double zeta valence polarised basis set (DZVP) contains two contracted functions per
orbital [85]. DZVP is the CP2K equivalent for 6-31G?. Triple zeta valence polarised basis set
(TZVP) has three contracted functions, and Quad zeta valence polarised basis set (QZVP)
has four and so on. One consideration that has to be made is that as the number of functions
included per orbital increases, the computational cost will increase as well. Both DZVP and
TZVP have one additional set of polarisation functions.
Other basis sets in CP2K that are worth mentioning are SZV - single zeta valence which
is the smallest basis set available and should not be used for any calculation; and TZV2P
- triple zeta valence two polarisation this has not been included in the comparison table
due to the restricted elements available for this basis set and the high computational cost.
However, TZV2P has been used for IR calculations due to the requirement of having a tighter
convergence and require a better starting structure than other calculations.
Similar to the comparison of potentials above comparisons of speed and cost of three basis
sets have been made. The three have been chosen due to the varying size where 6-31G is the
smallest basis set and TZVP being the most extensive set considered here. All calculations
have been run with the fastest potential, PADE. The choice of PADE was made, so the time
dependency is on the basis set rather than the potential. All calculations have been run on









6-31G* 96 34.6 1920 55.5
DZVP 96 34.6 1466 42.4
TZVP 96 34.6 1004 29.0
Table 6: Table showing the number of steps produced for various basis sets.
Table 6 shows that 6-31G is significantly faster than the other two basis sets considered
for this project. To di↵erentiate between the accuracy of DZVP and TZVP, single-point
energy calculations have been performed as above, this time the functional, PADE, will be
kept constant, to allow for the two basis sets to be compared. The data shown in table 7
reinforces the above statement of PADE poorly recreates the experimental values for this
system and will not be used for this project.













H -1.3274 165.48 -1.3271 165.43 -0.5
C -23.6917 342.26 -23.7674 343.67 -5.3570
N -38.6175 300.51 -38.6692 301.05 -9.6420
O -23.6917 50.20 –23.1996 47.08 -15.7739
Table 7: Table showing the comparison of single-point energy calculations to experimental
values for various basis sets.
While the error is substantial, this is to compare the two basis sets, the absolute value
of the error has no impact on the results here. Both basis sets have similar errors produced,
with the PADE functional accounting for the size of the error. This shows both basis sets
recreate the experimental results with similar accuracy and thus has little e↵ect on the choice
of basis set.
From [85], DZVP has been shown to perform well with energy and geometry calculations,
providing accurate results. The same paper has also suggested there is little di↵erence
between the performance of DZVP and TZVP. This agrees with the results presented in this
thesis.
Taking these results and paper [85] into account the basis set chosen for this project
is DZVP, this reduces computational cost while increasing the data generated in the same
amount of time. Due to CP2K implenting a PWGTO method a cuto↵ has been introduced
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for the plan wave section, this has taken a value of 300 Ry to produce a fine grid. This was
taken from CP2K documentation and has not been chosen by the user. There has been little
evidence to suggest that TZVP is worth the additional computational cost for this system
when performing geometry optimisations and molecular dynamics. This choice will change
when performing vibrational calculations.
3.5 Cell Generation
Construction of the (Ala-Gly)n SF unit-cell followed the methodology described by Yamane
et al [1] and has been described further in the attached paper ”Evaluating a Bombyx mori
silk fibroin model using a range of atomistic simulation tools”. The initial unit-cell was
created by arranging four Ala-Gly chains with repeated  -turns according to information
from experimental and computational experiments on SF [1,45,46,68,86–88]. To simulate the
bulk system of the repeated polymer chain, a periodic boundary condition was implemented,
where nitrogen and carbon-terminals were connected to mirror images of themselves and the
resulting structure is illustrated in figure 21. The lattice parameters of the unit-cell, shown
in figure 21, are orthorhombic: a = 17.8 Å, b = 15.7558 Å, c = 11.4904 Å, the box cell size
has been considered in conjunction with the cells published in [67–69], as mentioned in the
literature review.
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Figure 21: An image showing the SF unit-cell. Created by the Author using Ovito [42].
For this project, multiple cell sizes were investigated to check the best cell size to run on;
the cell sizes increase from 272 atoms up to 2176 atoms. The most steps have determined
the ’best’ cell size ran vs computational cost. There was also a consideration towards which
cell will provide accurate results in comparison to the literature and classical mechanics
calculations. The smallest possible cell size is shown to be greater than (Ala-Gly)6 [68]. The
various cell sizes that are considered are listed in table 8.




1 1 1 1 272
2 1 1 2 544
3 1 2 1 544
4 2 1 1 544
5 1 2 2 1088
6 2 1 2 1088
7 2 2 1 1088
8 2 2 2 2176
Table 8: Table showing the various cell sizes considered for this project
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Figure 22 shows the change in the size of the 1⇥ 1⇥ 1 cell compared to the 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 cell.
Figure 22: An image showing the box size comparison between the 1⇥ 1⇥ 1 cell (shown in
pink) and 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 cell (shown in black). Created by the Author using Ovito [42].
Each of these cells underwent an AIMD (Ab initio molecular dynamics) calculation,
using the method discussed later. Computational cost is considered by how many steps of
molecular dynamics can be performed in 24 hours and how many nodes are required. The
results are in table 9.









1 96 34.6 3183 91.9
2 120 43.2 550 12.7
3 120 43.2 806 20.4
4 120 43.2 746 17.3
5 168 60.48 126 2.1
6 168 60.48 145 2.4
7 168 60.48 146 2.4
8 480 172.8 42 0.2
Table 9: Table showing the computational cost for various cell sizes.
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From tables 8 and 9, it can be seen that as the cell size increases the computational
cost increases. The cost is determined using the ARCHER cost calculator, based on the
number of nodes used and for how long. As the cell size increases, the number of MD steps
completed in 24 hours is reduced. Choosing a cell containing only 272 atoms allows for a
greater number of calculations to be run. MD calculations are one of the faster methods
chosen in this project; the cell optimisation calculations take an increased amount of time
and will generate fewer steps in the same period. This further supports the choice to choose
the 1⇥ 1⇥ 1 unit-cell to perform the majority of the calculations.
Further to the cell size, select cells will be hydrated and seeded with magnesium and
choline. An exclusion radius of 1.4 Åhas been utilised for both water and magnesium. Extra
space has to be created in the cells containing choline, due to the size of the molecule. Both
structures have the experimentally accurate ratios of silk to water to choline. The experiment
has used values between 7% and 12% for water, this project has used 7.5% and 9% water of
the SF molecular weight, depending on the calculation. There has been a lack of literature
around the amount of magnesium present in the cell. The experimental ratios of silk to
choline are included in [5]. The script to generate the extra space in the cell is included in
the supporting information. Choline has been generated from literature in Avogadro then
underwent classical minimisation to gain a good starting guess then use DFT to minimise
the structure further, with a comparison to literature on the bond lengths as shown in table
10.
Atoms PBE BLYP Published data
















O1 C1 1.3747 -4.5340 1.3775 -4.3375 1.4400
C1 C2 1.4140 -3.2190 1.4208 -2.7515 1.4610
C2 N1 1.5419 -1.0962 1.5580 -0.0616 1.5590
N1 C3 1.4115 -5.3300 1.4217 -4.6499 1.4910
N1 C4 1.5617 3.6959 1.5711 4.3207 1.5060
N1 C5 1.4713 -2.4997 1.4740 -2.3174 1.5090
Table 10: Table showing the comparison of choline bond lengths to Published data data (all
numbers are rounded to 4dp). Hydrogen bonds have been omitted.
3.6 Calculation Methods
CP2K o↵ers a multitude of calculation methods; the most important for this project are
geometry optimisation, molecular dynamics (MD) and vibrational analysis. Each method
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will have specific parameters and convergence criteria. In general the basis set and functional
will be the same for all calculations (Optimisation, MD and single point energy) however
typically for IR calculations the criteria have to be more accurate, and thus more extensive
basis sets such as TZV2P will have a beneficial e↵ect.
3.6.1 Optimisation
Geometry optimisation has been completed for each system before any other calculations
being performed on it [89]. This method aims to find the lowest energy structure, by opti-
mising/minimising the forces on each atom. This lowest energy structure is the most likely
structure to appear experimentally; however, all optimisation methods will find local minima
rather than global minima. The optimisation method chosen for this project is the conjugate
gradient optimiser. For all minimisations that have been run, there are given criteria which
show if the optimisation has been successful or not. The force criteria requires all forces on
atoms to change by less than 1⇥ 10 x between two steps for the convergence to be success-
ful, where the value of x is chosen for the simulation. A higher value of x produces a more
expensive calculation but a more experimentally accurate structure.
It has been shown that the optimisation step is a more computationally expensive method
to run, but the benefit of this is it only has to be completed once per structure, i.e. one
geometry optimisation produces the optimal structure on which ten di↵erent temperatures,
NVT or NPT, of MD can be performed. The optimised structure can also be used for the
IR spectrum; however, IR spectrum uses a tighter force convergence as IR is sensitive to






272 24 96 3183
Table 11: Table showing the computational cost for cell optimisation vs MD.
One method of checking if the cell optimisation has completed is to check the energy
convergence; this is shown in figure 23. From this graph, the energy has converged around
350 steps. This energy criterion was set to 1 ⇥ 10 3 ev/A, this would require more steps if
this convergence criteria were decreased to 1 ⇥ 10 6 eV/A or lower. The value of 1 ⇥ 10 3
eV/A was chosen due to the faster computational time while still providing accurate results.
The self-consistent field, scf, convergence has been set to 1⇥10 5. This convergence criterion
is the same for all cell sizes.
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Figure 23: A graph to show the energy convergence of 3000 steps of a cell optimisation run.
The cell optimisation has to be run for each system where there is a change in composition.
This has been run for hydrated systems and charged systems with the addition of Mg2+.
The energy convergence for both shows the change in the required number of steps. Cell
optimisations have been run for all changed systems, but images have not been included here.
Due to the complexity of Mg ions, the number of steps performed in the same time frame
has been reduced from 3000 to 25. The reduction in the number of steps, shows increasingly
complex electron shells have to be accounted for in calculations.
An example geometry optimisation script has been included in the supporting informa-
tion.
3.6.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecule Dynamics (MD) is a method to analyse the movement and interaction of atoms,
molecules and electrons [90]. The MD is performed by numerically solving Newton’s equa-
tions of motion, for a system of interacting particles. The forces between the particles and
their potential energies are calculated using interatomic potentials or force fields depend-
ing on if the calculation is performed by quantum or classical mechanics. In ab initio MD
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the Born Oppenheimer approximation is applied. Here the nuclei are fixed in position, the
KSDFT equations are solved, the forces are calculated and then the nuclei are moved to
the new updated position. This process is repeated until the minimum energy position is
gained. Classical MD occurs slightly di↵erently: numerically solving Newton’s equations of
motion for a system of interacting particles, where forces between the particles and potential
energies are calculated using user defined molecular mechanics force fields.
This method allows the simulation to generate trajectories for each atom as-well-as po-
sition and force data at every time step. For this method, a time step of 0.05 fs is used,
which is universal regardless of the ensemble and temperature used. The short time step was
chosen to allow for a detailed view of the atomistic movement. For this project, two separate
ensembles have been used: NVT and NPT. NVT is a simulation performed under constant
temperature and volume, whereas NPT is performed under constant pressure and tempera-
ture. Each ensemble has been run with ten di↵erent temperatures: 10 K, 50 K,150 K, 273
K, 298 K, 310 K, 373 K, 473 K, 500 K, 673 K. The temperatures that are of importance are
273 K - 373 K as these are most likely to include the temperatures used in laboratories or the
test environment. The pressure of all NPT calculations is 1 bar; this has not been changed
as the temperature dependence has been investigated. Outside of this range, the structure of
SF would be predicted to undergo phase transitions - at 10 K the material would be a crystal
and at 673 K SF would most likely be degraded; however, all temperatures have been run
to provide a complete comparison for the generated Ramachandran plots. For NVT a Nose
Hoover thermostat has been used, and for NPT the standard barostat has been used [91],
in CP2K, there is no choice of which barostat is implemented. The relaxation time for both
the NVT and NPT simulations is 60 fs.
Before MD is run on any system, 3000 steps (or until convergence has been reached) of
cell optimisation has to be run to give the lowest energy system and a good starting guess
for MD. The number of MD steps that are performed on any single system varies depending
on the required information. If the calculation is used to generate Ramachandran plots 3000
steps of MD are run, but for the di↵usion path of water a longer time frame is required,
between 20000 steps and 50000 steps giving a time frame of between 1000 fs and 2500 fs. A
comparison of the e↵ect of temperature on the computational cost has been made but has
provided no substantial evidence for a positive or negative correlation. This can be seen in
















10 K 96 34.6 3184 92.1 2541 73.5
50 K 96 34.6 3472 100.5 2584 74.8
150 K 96 34.6 2620 75.8 3083 89.2
273 K 96 34.6 3207 92.8 2781 80.5
298 K 96 34.6 3183 92.1 3080 89.1
310 K 96 34.6 4834 139.9 3085 89.3
373 K 96 34.6 2975 86.1 3080 89.1
473 K 96 34.6 2768 80.1 3073 89.9
500 K 96 34.6 3164 91.6 2374 68.7
673 K 96 34.6 3253 94.1 3106 89.9
Table 12: Table showing the computational cost for various temperatures.
Figure 24: A graph to show the number of steps completed by NVT and NPT at a range of
temperatures.
From figure 24, it can be seen that NVT regularly completes more steps than NPT
and hence is, in general, less computationally expensive. However, there appears to be
no correlation between temperature and computational cost for either NVT or NPT. The
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calculations have used the same DFT+D3, BLYP, DZVP method as described above.
For MD, the print level can be specified. This controls the amount of information gen-
erated at each step; a higher print level requires greater computational power. Electron
density analysis is performed at the highest level, which is very computationally expensive.
This cost can be reduced by performing the analysis on the last frame of an MD calculation.
Generating position data is the standard method and is relatively cheap. An example MD
script has been included in the supporting information.
3.6.3 Vibrational Analysis
The vibrational analysis looks at the type of motion a molecular bond undergoes - there are
three main types -rotation, translation and vibration. The vibrational analysis focuses on
the vibration of each bond. This technique consists of measuring the vibration and frequency
of each bond; this is referred to as normal modes. Several di↵erent techniques can be used,
including IR and Raman. The experimental method of IR is carried out by bombarding a
sample with light to generate absorption spectra.
Several papers are performing IR and Raman experimentally on the B. Mori SF; however,
there is little to no computational generation of IR spectra for the simplified SF structure
used throughout this project. This project has used DFT to generate the IR spectra [92].
This method to generate IR spectra varies widely from previously discussed geometry
optimisation and molecular dynamics; this means the basis set and functional have been
re-selected. The input script has been discussed with a leading expert in this field. This has
lead to TZV2P and PBE being used for all IR spectra. TZV2P has been used as IR relies
on how the bonds act when interacting with IR light and hence requires a more sensitive
functional. No comparison of basis sets and functionals have been carried out for IR spectra
due to the high computational cost.
Through the use of DFT, the IR that can be run through geometry optimisation. This
choice occurs as they a↵ect the motion of the bonds throughout the simulation. The starting
structure has undergone 3000 steps of cell optimisation to achieve an accurate starting struc-
ture. Performing the IR coupled with molecular dynamics allows for a choice in temperature
or pressure dependent on the ensemble chosen. This will also show how the structure changes
with temperature; there have been studies into this with other polymers but not simplified
SF [93]. This will show how the structure changes between the phases if the temperature
range is great enough. The geometry optimisation choice will allow for a tighter convergence
to be reached, which is not possible through MD. The MD plots have been generated via 3000
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steps of geometry optimisation, then performing 3000 steps of MD at a given temperature
then 100 steps of IR to produce the IR spectra at the correct temperature. This output is
then checked for negative frequencies to determine the validity of the IR spectrum.
For generating the IR plots, from the computational output, Molden has been used [94].
This allows for assigning peaks to bonds and to structures within the silk cell, including  
turns and ↵ helixes. This will then be compared to Ramachandran plots to show if the data
is in agreement; this is discussed in further detail later in the report.
An example script of Vibrational analysis IR has been included in supporting information.
3.7 Ramachandran Plots
The Ramachandran plots are a method of validating the secondary structure of proteins, as
covered in the literature review [58]. There are several steps to generate the Ramachandran
plot:
Step 1 geometry optimisation is run for 3000 steps or until convergence has been reached
to gain an accurate starting structure. This is then used to perform molecule dynamics
under multiple di↵erent ensembles and temperatures ranging from 10 K to 673 K as this will
allow the structure to vary. The MD is run for around 3000 steps or 24 hours to produce
a final structure; the cell optimisation and MD are performed as stated above. Once the
pdb file has been generated, VMD is used to generate  vs data; this data is then plotted
on an empty Ramachandran plot and merged to produce a final Ramachandran plot. The
Ramachandran plots have been generated via DFT for both hydrated and non-hydrated
states (experimentally accurate at water is 9% of the SF molecular weight).
For classical mechanics, Ramachandran plots have been created by Mathew Haskew. A
brief overview of his method has been included here. The simulations of periodic (Ala-
Gly)n crystal were visualised using the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) programme.
The secondary structure of the periodic (Ala-Gly)n crystal has been evaluated, the torsion
angles of the residues were deduced using DL ANALYSER. A script was written to fabricate
Ramachandran contour plots (using the torsion angles of the Ala and Gly residues) to be then
used for comparison with Ramachandran plots of SF/Ala and Gly. Various Ramachandran
contour plots were produced for the hydrated and non-hydrated states at a temperature
range of 10-473 K. Overlays have been produced with the DFT data on top of the classical
mechanical plots, which will be shown later in the results. This will also be compared to
experimental data produced for SF.
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3.8 Software
There are a multitude of di↵erent software packages available to simulate proteins in varying
physical states. This section will only focus on quantum mechanical codes due to the classical
mechanics have been performed by Mathew Haskew. From looking at the literature of
quantum mechanical simulations, three principal codes have been considered for this project
- VASP, CP2K and Gaussian [95–97]. The codes are considered for general calculations
instead of calculations on B. Mori silk due to the availability of literature.
The three codes considered in this review are due to the range of calculations, availability
or speed of the code. All three can simulate protein systems. Gaussian can perform simula-
tions of geometry optimisations, IR and Raman spectroscopy [98,99]. The additional benefit
of using Gaussian is that it includes a wide range of basis sets and functionals for use to a
much higher degree than other software packages. For example, Gaussian can run hybrid
functionals such as B3LYP whereas it would not be feasable to run hybrid functionals with
CP2K especially for SF.
CP2K was su cient for this project; the ability to run various temperatures and pressures
allowed for a range of states of material to be simulated, which is useful for the material used
in the project. One central part of CP2K is that it allows for a variety of methods to be
run either quantum or classical mechanicsto run geometry optimisation, molecular dynamics
and more.
The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) can perform similar to CP2K with
both geometry optimisation and molecular dynamics available. However, it does not have
the same range of functionals that Gaussian contains. There are more sophisticated options
available such as simulating magnetism in materials and the presence of Phonons. However,
this goes beyond the requirement of this project.
Considering the software available, this removed VASP as an option for the project, due
to VASP requiring a license. CP2K is open source, and the university holds a license for
Gaussian. The next consideration was the resources available, the majority of the calculations
will require computational resources with access to both Lancaster University HEC and
ARCHER. [100] has shown that Gaussian does not scale e ciently on supercomputers as it
can not run in parallel across multiple nodes; this was confirmed through conversations with
the ARCHER maintenance team. This limited the usability of Gaussian for this project but
can be used for validation of CP2K. This made the use of CP2K the right choice due to:
• The flexibility of the software
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• Availability of basis sets and functionals
• Ease of use
• Speed of calculation
• Range of calculation types
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4 Results and Discussion
This section has collated the results in several di↵erent methods, such as graphs and figures.
The calculations used to generate these results follow the methods as shown above. There will
be a comparison of the generated results to literature and classical mechanical results where
possible, but there is a lack of experimental data for a range of the calculations provided
here. The results generated support three main aims - if the DFT produces experimentally
accurate results, elucidating the secondary structure, and investigating the behaviour of
various molecules in SF.
These results aim to elucidate the structure and behaviour of SF. This should go towards
helping to understand how the SF will behave when fully hydrated and present in the body.
As mentioned previously the silk is used in multiple methods in the battery, for both the
electrolyte and electrodes. This project focuses on the electrolyte and how the electrolyte
will behave with the addition of choline, water and ions. The structure will have an optimal
temperature for it to work in the body, and this can be seen from a range of calculations that
are performed. The breakdown of the silk structure is outside of the remit of this project
but will be considered in future projects.
4.1 Preliminary Investigation of the SF Structure
The first results generated for this project concern performing comparative simulations to
determine the basis set chosen for the project, as discussed in the methodology. The basis
set will be chosen based on how well the hydrogen bonds are recreated in the simulation,
shown by the dashed black line. The comparison is shown in figure 25
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Figure 25: An image to show the change in silk structure when di↵erent basis sets are used.
Created by the Author using Vesta [79]. a) shows the 6-31G basis set, b) shows DZVP and
c) shows TZVP.
When the structures are inspected, figure 25, there is an apparent lack of hydrogen bonds,
in 6-31G, in several areas which is insu cient for this project. For the other two basis sets,
there are a su cient number of hydrogen bonds in the expected areas, and thus will not
make a considerable di↵erence to the basis set chosen. The hydrogen bonds are not forming
in 6-31G due to the incorrect alignment of the H-O and H-N bonds; this can be hard to
visualise in the images. Polarisation e↵ects that would be described by d-functions on heavy
atoms and p-functions on H atoms are not included in the expansion of the MOs via 6-31G
and thus it will not describe hydrogen bonds. As shown in the methodology, the basis set
DZVP has been chosen for the majority of calculations.
Next, the unit cell had to undergo geometry optimisation to obtain the structure used
for successive calculations; this has been discussed in the methodology. Figure 26 shows how
the box size has varied before and after 3000 steps of cell optimisation on (-Ala-Gly-)16. The
figure also shows how the x,y and z vectors have changed in length, this data is also included
in table 13 for both hydrated and non-hydrated states. From the optimised structure it can
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be seen that the  -turn type II structure is stabilised by 4 to 1 intramolecular hydrogen
bonds.
Figure 26: An image to show the change in silk structure after undergoing 3000 cell optimisa-
tion steps. Created by the Author using Vesta [79] and Ovito [42]. Where a and b shows the
change in box size with a) being pre-cell optimisation and b) being post cell optimisation. C
and d show the change in hydrogen bonding before and after cell optimisation with c) being








Non-hydrated pre-optimisation 17.8 15.76 11.49
Non-hydrated post optimisation 17.75 16.33 11.48
Hydrated pre-optimisation 18.56 16.12 10.63
Hydrated post optimisation 19.38 16.85 11.66
Table 13: Table showing the lattice parameters for the SF as both hydrated and non-hydrated
cells.
Using the optimised structure, MD calculations can be performed. Figure 27 shows how
MD a↵ects the structure. This simulation has a single water molecule included to see the
behaviour over a short time, this also highlights if further simulations would prove useful or
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if the water is simulated incorrectly. The change in the structure after 20000 fs is shown in
figure 27.
Figure 27: An image to show the change in silk structure after undergoing 20000 MD steps,
both taken from the z view. Created by the Author using Vesta [79]. Where a) shows the
silk cell pre-MD and b) shows the silk cell post MD.
4.2 Ramachandran Plots
Ramachandran plots have been generated for both DFT and classical methods. The plots
have been generated in the method as described above. Where the NVT plots have been
generated from the 3000 steps of MD using a geometry optimised structure as the starting
structure. A complete set of Ramachandran plots have been generated for the (-Ala-Gly-)16
structure, in temperature ranges of 10 K to 673 K, NVT and NPT ensembles and both hy-
drated and non-hydrated structures. For the (-Ala-Gly-)32 structure only two Ramachandran
structures have been generated at 298 K, NVT but hydrated and non-hydrated structures
have been included. The classical Ramachandran plots have been generated for both (-Ala-
Gly-)128 and (-Ala-Gly-)1024 structures, which have 2176 and 17,408 atoms, respectively.
There are Ramachandran plots for temperatures 50 K to 673 K, for both ensembles and
non-hydrated and hydrated states. The DFT plots are shown as dot plots, whereas the
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classical plots are contour plots, this is a direct result of both the method of generation and
the number of data points generated for each cell size.
The Ramachandran plot consists of three main areas   sheets, left-handed ↵ helix and
right-handed ↵ helix.   sheets have been shown to occur in the region ' = -60 degrees,  =
130 degrees, left-handed ↵ helix’s are shown to appear in the region of ' = 70 degrees,  =
10 degrees and right-handed ↵ helix in ' = -40 degrees,  = -60 degrees. These are shown
visually in figure 28.
Figure 28: A figure showing the labelled areas of an empty Ramachandran plot. Created by
the Author using VMD [101].
For clarity, the DFT Ramachandran plots shown here will include both ensembles, both
hydrated and non-hydrated versions but only for 10 K, 298 K, 310 K and 673 K. This
reduced data set will allow for an apparent change in structure to be shown with the main
focus of the structure around operating temperature (298 K and 310 K). For completeness,
all Ramachandran plots are included in the supporting information.
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Figure 29: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 10 K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 10 K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 10 K with
NPT. c) Hydrated cell run at 10 K with NVT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 10 K with NVT.
The black dots show data points, and the red dot shows the origin (may be covered by a
black dot).
Figure 30: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 298 K. Created by the Author
using VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 298 K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at
298 K with NPT. c) Hydrated cell run at 298 K with NVT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 298
K with NVT. The black dots show data points, and the red dot shows the origin (may be
covered by a black dot).
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Figure 31: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 310 K. Created by the Author
using VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at
310 K with NPT. c) Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NVT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 310
K with NVT. The black dots show data points, and the red dot shows the origin (may be
covered by a black dot).
Figure 32: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 673 K. Created by the Author
using VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 673 K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at
673 K with NPT. c) Hydrated cell run at 673 K with NVT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 673
K with NVT. The black dots show data points, and the red dot shows the origin (may be
covered by a black dot).
It is worth noting that in figures 29 to 32, the red square shows the origin and is not a
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data point. For the Ramachandran plots shown in figures 29 to 32, there are several trends
shown. As the temperature increases, the torsion angles become more widespread but appear
in similar locations indicating the backbone relaxes at a higher temperature but does not
break the chain or dramatically alters the structure. This is true for all hydrated and non-
hydrated states, the only exception is the hydrated cell run at 673 K with NVT ensemble
this has undergone no significant change except a few torsion angles have changed position
but in far fewer numbers than seen in the other plots. This is expected behaviour as 673
K will be approaching the vaporisation temperature of the polymer and thus will contain
more energy and this will allow for more movement of all particles. This change in structure
has been seen experimentally as the di↵erence in the Ala and Gly residue’s positions were
exacerbated for higher temperatures.
Similarly, as each system is hydrated, the torsion angles become much more regular and
localised regardless of the temperature of the simulation. This will be a result of the intro-
duction of water molecules which, will allow for more hydrogen bonds to be formed and thus
restricting the degrees of freedom of each atom and therefore reducing the range of angles
each chain can form, both between polymer backbone chains and between the polymer and
water molecules. The number and strength of hydrogen bonds formed will be a result of the
D3 correction, basis set and functionals chosen previously in this project. As the calculations
change from NVT to NPT, there is little evidence to show a constant trend which can only
be attributed to the change in the ensemble. The main e↵ects appear to be derived from the
temperature change and the hydrated state of the cell.
A comparison of DFT to classical mechanics has been performed; only 310 K has been
shown in figures 33 and 34.
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Figure 33: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 310 K in the 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 cell. a)
Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NPT 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 cell compared to DFT. b) Hydrated cell run
at 310 K with NVT 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 cell compared to DFT. c) Non-Hydrated cell run at 310 K
with NPT 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 cell compared to DFT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NVT
2⇥ 2⇥ 2 cell compared to DFT. The black dots show the DFT data points, and the contour
plot shows the classical mechanical data.
Figure 34: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 310 K in the 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 cell. a)
Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NPT 4⇥ 4⇥ 4 cell compared to DFT. b) Hydrated cell run
at 310 K with NVT 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 cell compared to DFT. c) Non-Hydrated cell run at 310 K
with NPT 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 cell compared to DFT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 310 K with NVT
4⇥ 4⇥ 4 cell compared to DFT. The black dots show the DFT data points, and the contour
plot shows the classical mechanical data.
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The DFT and classical are, in general, in agreement, with figures 33 and 34 showing the
comparison. DFT lacks a few areas that are in the classical mechanics’ method these areas
are around ' = -70 degrees,  = -100 degrees. In comparison, DFT contains angles in the
region of '= -160 degrees,  = 150 degrees. This may be a result of the cell size as DFT
has been generated using 1⇥1⇥1 with classical using 2⇥2⇥2 or larger. The larger cells will
contain more intra-molecular bonds in the starting position that will be unable to form in the
smaller cell. The same trends that have been identified earlier are still relevant in classical
mechanics. The other trend that can be seen is that as the cell size is increased, the torsion
angles become more localised in each area on the Ramachandran plot. This localisation may
be a result of the method of plotting as a larger cell removes some of the torsion angle areas
previously seen in the smaller cells. Another di↵erence between DFT and classical is that
DFT has been plotted for a single time frame, whereas classical has been plotted over an
entire history file. This time frame may have a significant e↵ect on the validity of DFT, but
the results shown above look su cient for this project.
When the Ramachandran plots generated in this work and the classical mechanical plots
are compared to literature values, the DFT data recreates the data more accurately. This
has been shown where the DFT plots generate data in regions where classical mechanics lacks
data. The DFT plot can also be compared to figures 10 and 11. This shows the agreement
of the results where the data lines up with the allowed regions.
This agreement between DFT and experiment indicates the simulation method and struc-
ture are both valid. The structure is shown to be realistic where no torsion angles are present
in forbidden areas, but are mainly grouped in expected   and ↵ regions. Furthermore, the SF
crystal models possess a heterogeneous structure, evidenced by a left-handed ↵-helix, 310-
helix,  -sheet (ca. ' = 70 degrees and  = 10 degrees, ca. ' = - 40 degrees and  = - 30
degrees, ca.' = - 60 degrees and  = 130 degrees, respectively) and random coil structures,
which are consistent with the literature [102]. Hereby, implying the SF model utilised in
this work, possesses qualities that have been experimentally observed. The (Ala-Gly)16 SF
crystal structure is to be considered in the silk I form (i.e. repeated  -turn type II conforma-
tion), because  -sheets are not the predominant secondary structure, instead, 310-helix is the
predominant secondary structure (ca. 37 %), agreeing with the literature [1,45,46,86–88,102].
4.3 Thermal Expansion
From MD simulations, the thermal expansion can be calculated. This was completed as it
goes towards improving the understanding of how SF behaves at various temperatures, this
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will also allow for a comparison between hydrated and non-hydrated SF. This will further
the understanding of the structure as it may indicate that one structure is favoured over the
other. Experiments are performed at temperatures from 10 K to 673 K, which allows for the
thermal expansion to be seen over a wide range. This thermal expansion is examined in both
non-hydrated and hydrated systems. This has only been performed for the NPT calculations
as NVT keeps the volume constant and will not provide reliable data. The comparison cell
size for the hydrated system is 19.64 Å ⇥ 16.90 Å ⇥ 11.5107 Å and 17.75 Å ⇥ 16.33 Å ⇥
11.48 Å for the non-hydrated system. The volumes for each temperature and the hydrated
and non-hydrated cells are shown in table 14. The x,y and z vectors have been generated by
omitting the first 1000 steps of MD for each temperature to produce an average vector. This
is a more accurate method than using the last frame as the expansion will vary with time,
shown in figure 35, only one temperature and lattice parameter has been shown for clarity.
Figure 35: A graph to show the time dependency of the thermal expansion at 150 K of the
hydrated system, the last 1500 frames are shown.
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Temperature (K) Cell volume of hydrated cell(Å3) Cell volume of non-hydrated cell(Å3)
10 K 4174.69 3460.87
50 K 4580.52 3596.90
150 K 4187.18 3734.16
273 K 3966.73 3725.12
298 K 3964.86 3784.93
310 K 3967.71 3791.91
373 K 3961.37 3775.42
473 K 3913.97 3854.65
500 K 3750.67 3695.40
673 K 4023.21 3939.70
Table 14: Table showing the cell volume at various temperatures.
This is shown in figures 36 and 37. In the graphs showing the change in volume the
reference cell is shown by volume equals 0, the other graphs have the reference cell included
on the graph.
Figure 36: Images to show the thermal expansion of a hydrated cell. a) A graph to show
the change in x vector of a hydrated cell at various temperatures. b) A graph to show the
change in y vector of a hydrated cell at various temperatures. c) A graph to show the change
in z vector of a hydrated cell at various temperatures. d) A graph to show the change in
volume of a hydrated cell at various temperatures.
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Figure 37: Images to show the thermal expansion of a non-hydrated cell. a) A graph to show
the change in x vector of a non-hydrated cell at various temperatures. b) A graph to show
the change in y vector of a non-hydrated cell at various temperatures. c) A graph to show
the change in z vector of a non-hydrated cell at various temperatures. d) A graph to show
the change in volume of a non-hydrated cell at various temperatures.
For the hydrated system, all vectors appear to decrease as the temperature is increased.
In contrast, the vectors of the non-hydrated system appear to either increase or have little
to no change as the temperature is increased. The volume for the non-hydrated system
increases as expected when the temperature increases. However, this is not true for the
hydrated cell. For the hydrated system, the volume decreases as the temperature increases;
this is unexpected for this system. There are a few reasons for the volume decreasing with
the presence of water. The water molecules will form hydrogen bonds which will change
the size and restrict the freedom of movement of the silk, whereas fewer hydrogen bonds
will be present in the non-hydrated system and this will allow for the silk to expand more
freely. Dehydrated SF is not natural and will not be found in nature. Natural silk is likely
to undergo thermal contraction as the temperature rises. This is in agreement with [103],
where the SF contracts up to 175 degrees celsius or 448.15 K. There is a slight point of
inflexion in figure 36.d where the volume at 673 K has increased compared to 473 K and
500 K. The data in [103] has been produced from experiment with a temperature range of
273.12 to 473.15 K; the results produced in this thesis cover a wider temperature range.
The thermal expansion coe cients can be generated using equation 16 [104], are shown
in table 15. Where V is the current volume, V0 is the volume at t=0 fs, a is the thermal
expansion coe cient, and T is the temperature change in K. The thermal expansion is
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temperature-dependent and material dependent, meaning this data can not be compared to
experimental values as the experimental structure is more complicated than the simulated
SF.








10 K 0.003809 0.0005811
50 K 0.001080 0.0001749
150 K 0.0001735 0.0001363
273 K 4.174E-05 7.249E-05
298 K 3.227E-05 7.572E-05
310 K 3.732E-05 7.378E-05
373 K 1.766E-05 6.193E-05
473 K 1.214E-05 5.466E-05
500 K 1.211E-05 3.881E-05
673 K 1.311E-05 5.002E-05
Table 15: Table showing the thermal expansion coe cients at various temperatures.
From table 15, it can be seen that the hydration state of the system has little e↵ect on
the thermal expansion coe cient. There is a larger di↵erence seen at lower temperatures;
this would be due to the physical state change where water would be crystalline below 273
K, and this will have a large impact on the structure of the SF. At higher temperatures, the
di↵erence will become less evident as all thermal expansions are of the same order, E-05.
4.4 Spectra
Infrared (IR) spectra have been calculated for the simplified SF structure. The motivation
for this is to see how the structure will change at various temperatures, additionally it
provides a comparison to experimental data and the Ramachandran plots calculated in this
project. This lets the project determine the validity of the assumed structure. IR should be
calculated over a range of temperatures from 10 K to 673 K. This is completed at the same
temperatures as the Ramachandran plots to give a comparison between the two data sets.
The IR should provide confidence in the Ramachandran plots as it will allow for each peak
to be assigned the secondary structure present in the plot. As a further comparison, the IR
spectra of alanine and glycine have been generated in the same method. The spectra are
shown in figures 38, 39 and 40.
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Figure 38: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using
geometry optimisation. Produced using Molden [94].
Figure 39: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of alanine. Produced using Molden [94].
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Figure 40: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of glycine. Produced using Molden [94].
From the above figures, it can be seen that the SF spectra contain peaks that can be
assigned to alanine and glycine contributions. The 1562 cm –1 peak is present in the glycine
spectra as 1578 cm –1. The peak at 1651 cm –1 is in both the SF and alanine spectra. The SF
peak at 1216 cm –1 may be attributed to the glycine peak at 1274 cm –1. The prominent peaks
of 2614 cm –1 and 2696 cm –1 present in alanine and glycine respectively can be assumed to
relate to the 2780 cm –1 peak in the SF structure. All peaks below 1000 cm –1 are in the
fingerprint region, which is specific to each molecule. The individual peaks for the SF spectra
have been assigned in table 16. For the assignments [56, 105,106] have been used.
Frequency (cm –1) Assignment group Assignment secondary structure
1220 CO stretch NH bend in   sheet
1450 CH bending, alkane -
1562 C=C stretch NH deformation in ↵ helix
1651 C=C stretch CO stretch in   turn
2780 CH stretch -
3010 OH stretch in carboxylic acid -
3280 OH stretch -
Table 16: Table showing the peak assignment for the SF spectra. Not all peaks will have a
secondary structure associated with it.
The spectra can be considered in conjunction with Ramachandran plots where both  
sheets and ↵ helix should be present for both the IR spectra and Ramachandran plots.
The computationally generated spectra can be compared to the experimental data from
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figure 8. The two IR plots for alanine contain peaks in the region 1600-1700 cm –1. The
computational value has a peak at 1651 cm –1, whereas the experimental data has a peak at
1620 cm –1. This change is due to the experiment being performed on multiple molecules,
whereas the computational simulation was performed on a single molecule, which removes
all intermolecular interactions. Computational glycine plots have a peak at 1578 cm –1 and
a peak experimentally at 1590 cm –1. The change in frequency is smaller for glycine than
it is for alanine; this is due to glycine being a simpler molecule and having fewer degrees of
freedom. This smaller change may also indicate that the glycine molecule has been minimised
to a higher degree than the alanine molecule. However, both the computational IR spectra
recreate the experimental to a su cient degree of accuracy. The intensity is of di↵erent
magnitudes, but this is due to the experimental plots only considering frequencies between
1500 and 1700 cm –1, with the computational frequencies ranging from 0 to 4000 cm –1. The
SF plot in figure 8 and 38 both have a peak at 1650 cm –1. This agreement generates a high
level of confidence in this structure; this would be increased if the experimental plots were
extended over a broader frequency range.
Further to the geometry optimisation IR, the IR have been produced at di↵erent tem-
peratures 10 K - 673 K. The plots of 10 K, 150 K, 298 K, 310 K and 673 K are shown below
in figures 41 to 45. All other IR graphs have been included in the supporting information
Figure 41: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 10 K. Produced using Molden [94].
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Figure 42: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 150 K. Produced using Molden [94].
Figure 43: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 298 K. Produced using Molden [94].
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Figure 44: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 310 K. Produced using Molden [94].
Figure 45: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 673 K. Produced using Molden [94].
In general, the peaks are consistent throughout the figures 41 to 45. The IR spectra at
150 K, figure 42 has been included as while the peaks occur in relatively similar positions to
the other spectra the peaks are not as intense or strong. This is a result of the simulation
having not fully optimised before the IR calculation being performed. The IR spectrum at
310 K contains a peak at 1976 cm –1, this is a large change compared to the other graphs.
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This will be due to the structure not being fully minimised before the IR calculation has been
run. As the temperature of SF is increased the IR changes, in both position of the peaks
and the structure. The peaks occur at a lower frequency when the temperature is increased;
this is due to having an increase in energy and the bonds experiencing more vibration. The
peaks become broader and less well defined at higher temperatures, this will be due to SF
undergoing a phase change from solid to liquid, and thus the bonds become longer and
weaker producing a broader signal. This is reinforced by the structure of the graphs, as the
temperature approaches 673 K, the IR contains more ’noise’, a higher number of peaks with
less definition, which is not seen at lower temperatures such as 10 K. At 10 K the peaks are
well defined and have a strong signal.
4.5 Behaviour of Water
There are two parts to this investigation - firstly looking at the positions of the water in the
silk cell and secondly seeing the displacement of these molecules. This research has been
completed using the geometry optimisation and molecular dynamics methods as described
above. Unlike the Ramachandran plots the behaviour of water has only been simulated at
310 K (for molecular dynamics runs). The varying positions allow the average energy of the
water molecule in individual sites to be calculated. Which then shows the most favourable
position and where the water molecule will most likely sit in a hydrated cell. The molecules
energy has been gained by performing a geometry optimisation for each position. The most
and least favourable positions have been shown in table 17 and figure 47. The energies in
table 17 have been calculated using equation 17. The positions of water molecules have been
shown in figure 46, where the black molecules indicate the water molecule position.
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Figure 46: An image showing the various water positions.
Energy of water position = energy of combined system  (energy of optimised SF
+ energy of optimised water structure)
(17)












Table 17: Table showing the water energy in various positions.
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Figure 47: An image to show the most and least favourable water positions. Created by the
Author using Vesta [79]. a) Most favourable position for water - W6. b) Least favourable
position for water - W5.
The energy of the position correlates to the number of hydrogen bonds that the molecule
can form at any one time. In general, if the water molecule sits between the chains in the
y-direction, the energy will be lower as the water can form more hydrogen bonds. The most
favourable position can form 3 hydrogen bonds whereas the least favourable can only form
1 hydrogen bond. W5 is an unfavourable site with a binding energy of +60 KJ/mol this
shows it requires energy to be placed in this site and would unlikely appear in this site in
experiment.
Furthermore, to the energy of water positions, the energy of the cell as the number of
water molecules increases has been investigated. This cell allows for more experimentally
accurate results as it has been shown that the experimental SF contains 7.5% water. As the
number of molecules increases from zero to ten, it approaches the experimental value. The
experimental SF cell has been made with 8% water by weight, and this is being recreated in
he hydrated cell [5]. The energy of the increasing molecules is shown in table 18, this energy
is the averaged energy per water molecule.
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Table 18: Table showing the water energy in varying amounts.
In table 18, the energy varies greatly; however, this is a result of the position of the water
molecules, as shown in table 17. Due to the cell size, not all of the water molecules can fit
in the most favourable positions, and therefore some molecules will always appear in less
favourable positions.
The cells with 1 and 8 water molecules had been chosen to run further calculations to
investigate the water displacement when the cell is run with molecular dynamics. Two cells
were chosen to provide a comparison of the water molecules. Do they behave in the same way
when there is a single water molecule versus eight water molecules in one system? For the one
molecule system, ran for 1592 femtoseconds with the eight molecule system have been run
for 2117 femtoseconds. This simulation produces a trajectory for each of the water molecules
in the cell. The trajectory for the singular water is shown in table 19. The trajectories for
the eight molecule system are shown in tables 20 and 21.
Water molecules Displacement (Å) Equivalent position at 0 fs Equivalent position at 1592 fs
1 0.818 W1 W1
Table 19: Table showing the water displacement in the one water molecule system.
Water molecules Displacement (Å) Equivalent position at 0 fs Equivalent position at 2117 fs
1 0.559 W4 W2
2 1.394 W9 W1
3 1.314 W11 W8
4 0.062 W4 W8
5 0.540 W5 W5
6 0.718 W10 W10
7 0.907 W3 W3
8 2.295 W7 W7












1 0.559 -0.557 0.027 0.027
2 1.394 0.364 -1.275 0.430
3 1.314 -0.969 0.869 -0.181
4 0.062 -0.027 -0.044 0.034
5 0.540 -0.004 0.023 -0.540
6 0.718 -0.717 0.005 -0.029
7 0.907 -0.148 -0.194 0.874
8 2.295 2.017 0.015 -1.094
Table 21: Table showing the water displacement as a sum of the individual vectors in the
eight water molecule system.
While in general water molecules that are in the most favourable positions experience a
lower displacement, this is not true for all cases. This may be a result that the tables 19 and
20 only show the displacement at the final time frame instead of the maximum displacement
of each water molecule. The displacement for all atoms mainly occurs in the x-direction;
it appears the water will travel along the chains but will not migrate through the chains.
In general the water molecules di↵use from a less favourable position to a more favourable
position. This di↵usion may occur in more giant cells. This di↵usion in the x, y and z-axis
are shown in figures 48, 49 and 50.
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Figure 48: A figure showing the water di↵usion in the x-direction. Hydrogen atoms have
been omitted.
Figure 49: A figure showing the water di↵usion in the y-direction. Hydrogen atoms have
been omitted.
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Figure 50: A figure showing the water di↵usion in the z-direction. Hydrogen atoms have
been omitted.
Classical calculations have bee performed to investigate the MSD, di↵usion coe cient and
activation energy of water in SF. This has been performed on both (-Ala-Gly-)1028 and (-Ala-
Gly-)128. The general trend observed is that the water molecules are displaced more at higher
temperatures for both (-Ala-Gly-)128 and (-Ala-Gly-)1024 SF crystal models. Dissimilarly,
the water molecules incorporated in the more extensive (-Ala-Gly-)1024 SF crystal follow a
smoother displacement gradient over the 50 ps timeframe. Whereas, the smaller (-Ala-Gly-
)128 SF crystal model, suggest a more erratic displacement over the 50 ps timeframe. This
displacement could infer greater stability of the system and more hydrogen bond interactions
occurring between the polymer chains and water molecules in the larger model. This then
allows the di↵usion coe cient to be calculated. Which can then be used to produce an
Arrhenius plot, and thus the activation energy can be calculated. The activation energy
for the (-Ala-Gly-)1024 cell is 9.232 kJ/mol, and for (-Ala-Gly-)128 is 9.298 kJ/mol. This is
shown in more detail in the attached paper ”Evaluating a Bombyx mori silk fibroin model
using a range of atomistic simulation tools”.
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4.6 Behaviour of Magnesium
Magnesium has been simulated in SF cell due to the requirement of having an ion in the
battery. Mg –2 was chosen due to little choice provided by CP2K for DZVP and BLYP.
Similar to above the behaviour of magnesium has been investigated in the (-Ala-Gly-)16
SF cell. However, there is no classical mechanics comparison for the data and very little
experimental data either which makes verifying the data more di cult. Both the energy of
Mg in various positions and as the number of magnesium ions increases has been investigated.
This has been completed for hydrated and non-hydrated systems to see how magnesium ions
interact with the protein chain and water.
This energy is calculated via the geometry optimisation method as described in the
methodology, the energies for the various positions are detailed in tables 22 and 23 with
the corresponding images for the most and least favourable positions included in figures 52
and 53. The energies have been calculated using equation 18, where the energy of optimised
water structure is equal to zero for the non-hydrated state. The Mg positions have been
included in figure 51.
Figure 51: An image showing the various magnesium positions.
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Energy of Mg position = energy of combined system  (energy of optimised SF
+ energy of optimised water structure + energy of Mg ion)
(18)











Table 22: Table showing the magnesium energy in various positions for the non-hydrated
cell.











Table 23: Table showing the magnesium energy in various positions for the hydrated cell.
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Figure 52: An image to show the most and least favourable magnesium positions for the
hydrated system. Created by the Author using Vesta [79]. a) Most favourable position for
magnesium - M7. b) Least favourable position for magnesium - M10.
Figure 53: An image to show the most and least favourable magnesium positions for the
non-hydrated system. Created by the Author using Vesta [79]. a) Most favourable position
for magnesium - M10. b) Least favourable position for magnesium - M1.
From figures 52 and 53, it can be seen that the magnesium ion will have lower energy
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when it is near an oxygen or nitrogen atom in the chain, with the higher energy magnesium
ions generally being in a wider space or closer to hydrogen atoms. This result is opposite
to the water energies trends shown above. The reason for this is that the magnesium ions
will not form hydrogen bonds with hydrogen atoms but will form an ionic bond when in the
presence of oxygen and nitrogen, the magnesium will be attracted to regions of high electron
density. As a result, it will have lower energy when the charge of the ion can be shared
across multiple atoms such as oxygen and nitrogen. The hydration has a substantial e↵ect
on the energy of the magnesium ion. For M7 the introduction of eight water molecules has
moved the magnesium ion by 1.6332 Å, this is into a more favourable position and thus lower
energy.
This investigation of the positions and its e↵ect on the magnesium ions’ energy then
allows for the calculation of the average energy of magnesium molecules in both hydrated
and non-hydrated cells. This has been completed in the same method as previously discussed.







Table 24: Table showing the magnesium energy in varying amounts for the hydrated system.







Table 25: Table showing the magnesium energy in varying amounts for the non-hydrated
system.
The energy of the magnesium relies heavily on the position of magnesium and water. The
most significant energy di↵erence is seen between the singular magnesium ion hydrated and
non-hydrated systems, the change is due to the number of ionic bonds and instant dipoles
that can be formed between the magnesium ions and the water molecules. As the number of
magnesium ions increases, more bonds can be formed which lowers the energy of the system,
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the number of water molecules is kept constant and in the same position. This allows for
the charge of magnesium to be shared across atoms, which, again, lowers the energy of the
system. However, there appears to be a very weak correlation between energies for either
system as the number of magnesium ions is increased, shown in figure 54.
Figure 54: A graph showing the comparison of the energy of the hydrated and non-hydrated
system.
There is no classical mechanical results or experimental results to show agreement or
disagreement with these results. This lack of data makes it di cult to state the exact
relation between energy and number of magnesium molecules. Nevertheless, there is a strong
relationship between the position of the magnesium ion and the energy of the ion.
A hydrated system with added magnesium has been run using molecular dynamics for
558.000 fs. Eight magnesium ions were chosen; this allows for a range of positions to be
tested to see how the magnesium behaves in a more extended period. Similar to above the
water behaves in the same way, the water di↵uses along the x-axis with little movement in
other directions, shown in figures 55, 56 and 57. The water di↵usion has been shown in table
26. As above this is a snapshot of the di↵usion at 558 fs and does not show the furthest
displacement experienced by the water or magnesium ions. The equivalent positions have












1 0.273 0.262 0.078 0.001
2 0.528 0.501 0.028 -0.162
3 0.368 -0.013 0.045 -0.365
4 1.040 1.034 0.062 -0.092
5 0.237 0.001 0.218 -0.092
6 1.189 -1-147 0.132 -0.285
7 1.274 0.652 1.054 0.294
8 1.029 0.085 -0.810 0.629
Table 26: Table showing the water displacement in the charged system.
For figures 55, 56 and 57, the red trajectory lines show the di↵usion pathways of the water
molecules, and the orange shows the magnesium pathways the displacement is minimal.
Figure 55: A figure showing the water and Mg di↵usion in the x-direction. Hydrogen atoms
have been omitted.
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Figure 56: A figure showing the water and Mg di↵usion in the y-direction. Hydrogen atoms
have been omitted.
Figure 57: A figure showing the water and Mg di↵usion in the z-direction. Hydrogen atoms
have been omitted.
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As shown in figures 55, 56 and 57, the magnesium ions have little to no displacement.
There are several possible reasons for this; the most likely is that the simulation has not
been run for a su cient duration of time, spanning 558 fs whereas the water displacement
calculations were run for 2117 fs. This time is due to a restriction on the amount of compu-
tational time provided for the more extensive simulations. One reason for the di↵usion not
being seen is that the magnesium is a large atom and is unlikely to experience large enough
forces to move the Mg ions a significant distance in the DFT calculations. The magnesium
di↵usion has been shown in table 27. Here the equivalent positions have not changed due to
the small displacement but are included for completeness.





1 0.0454 M3 M3
2 0.0325 M1 M1
3 0.0258 M2 M2
4 0.0596 M5 M5
5 0.0494 M4 M4
6 0.0714 M9 M9
7 0.0178 M6 M6
8 0.0401 M7 M7
Table 27: Table showing the magnesium displacement in the charged system.
4.6.1 Electron Density
An electron density calculation has been performed on the charged cell. This calculation
allows for better visualisation of where the electrons are likely to appear. This is shown in
figure 58 and 59. The area around the magnesium ion is empty of electrons as expected due
to it carrying a charge of +2 and thus having an empty outer electron shell. The shape of the
electrons around the water molecules can be seen. This shape is amplified with the presence
of hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 58: A figure showing the electron density of the charged cell.
Figure 59: A figure showing the electron density map of the charged cell. Where the key
is shown on the left-hand side, the colours are arbitrary, with red showing a greater area of
electron density and the blue showing an area of low electron density.
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It is worth noting that for figure 59, the electron density is taken at a set distance in the
cell and due to the shape of the SF (i.e. not being flat to a plane) the splice may not contain
a complete electron picture.
4.7 Behaviour of Choline
The behaviour of choline has been investigated for both individual choline molecules and
choline nitrate in a silk cell. Several simulations have been performed, similar to previous
methods. The structure of choline and choline nitrate have been shown in figures 60 and 61.
Figure 60: A figure showing the choline structure
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Figure 61: A figure showing the simulated choline nitrate structure; this is not the experi-
mental structure of choline nitrate.
The bond lengths for both choline and choline nitrate have been compared against liter-
ature to check if the structures are valid and can be used in the full system. The comparison
is in tables 28 and 29. In both tables the hydrogen - x bonds have been omitted. Table 28
has been taken from table 10 in the methodology but is shown to provide an easy comparison
of nitrogens e↵ects on the bond lengths. The atom labels are shown in figure 61.
Atoms









Table 28: Table showing the bond lengths of choline. Hydrogen bonds have been omitted.
There have been very few investigations of choline in silk previously. For choline in SF,
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Atoms












Table 29: Table showing the bond lengths of choline nitrate. Hydrogen bonds have been
omitted.
the structure has been assumed to form a crystal-like structure, using an ordered repeating
structure. This was tested in both the x and y direction, to see which structure is likely to
appear experimentally. As shown previously, choline is in the silk system at a ratio of 1:3
with regards to molecular weight. This research has led to 27 choline molecules in SF. The
two structures in the simulation have layers of choline nitrate in either the xy plane or the
zx plane. The two structures are shown in figures 62 and 63.
Figure 62: A figure showing the choline nitrate in the xy plane.
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Figure 63: A figure showing the choline nitrate in the zx plane.
Both structures were run under MD, due to the computational cost the simulations were
run for a short period: 6.8 fs for the choline nitrate in the xy plane and 7.45 fs for the choline
nitrate in the zx plane. No movement of the choline nitrate occurred in either simulation.
However, due to the short time frame, no di↵usion has been expected. It would not be
realistic to compare the energies of the two structures due to the change in structure.
Literature suggests that choline will di↵use through the cell similar to water and mag-
nesium, this has not been shown in silk, but in secondary material [66]. This di↵usion has
not been seen in this project; this may have some contributing factors. One of the main
issues will be that the simulation has not been run for a long enough period to see any such
movement, due to the restrictions on computational time given to this project. However, in
this simulation, choline will sit between chains without causing any damage to the structure.
Another issue of these simulations is that the choline nitrate has been assumed in an unlikely
form. The simulations have used a single molecule of choline nitrate, but this is more likely
to take on the form of two separate species (cationic choline and an anionic/zwitterionic
molecule (anionic/zwitterionic depends on the pH)). This simulation has not simulated pH
values, and thus the exact form of the anionic/zwitterionic can not be extracted from this
project. However, this allows for the simulations to show how the cell will act when it has
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been saturated with choline, using the experimentally accurate weights. Another reason for
not seeing the di↵usion would be the size of the cell, as a small cell will restrict movement
and a larger cell will reduce the forces acting on the molecule.
Even though the choline nitrate structure is incorrect, the overall cell is stable in this
simulation. This stability will allow for both the silk structure and the choline structure
to be used in further calculations. The chosen structure is the choline nitrate seeded in
the zx plane. There is little di↵erence between the two; however, this structure has run
for more steps in the same time and so will be cheaper when more molecules are added
to the structure. [107] has described a range of di↵erent choline ionic liquids, a mixture of
cations and anions and has demonstrated that the two groups are mobile in PPy-gelatin.
This reinforces that the structure used in this project is incorrect, using the correct anion-
cation structure may show a di↵usion as the molecules will be much smaller and liable to
more significant molecule interaction, this is due to the molecule experiencing larger forces
encouraging the di↵usion.
4.8 Behaviour of the complete cell
A complete cell has been simulated with experimentally accurate molecular weights - 7% of
water, 1:3 choline and su cient Mg ions in the cell. While shown above the choline is not
in the correct structure; it provides a method for gaining more detailed information about
the entire cell. The calculation has been run for 31.45 fs; this is a fraction of the time
the water di↵usion simulations were run for; however, this simulation has a much higher
computational cost. From data generated, both the water and magnesium have experienced
minimal di↵usion, again due to the restricted time frame, but this would increase the longer
the simulation. Where the water has travelled less than 0.1 Å, and the magnesium has
moved less than 0.2 Å. The displacements are shown in tables 30 and 31. The previously













1 0.0802 -0.037 -0.068 0.020
2 0.135 0.108 -0.055 -0.060
3 0.0671 0.040 -0.050 -0.021
4 0.0828 -0.056 -0.022 0.057
5 0.0921 0.045 0.016 -0.079
6 0.0527 0.041 -0.011 -0.032
7 0.0589 0.044 -0.011 -0.037
8 0.0722 -0.005 -0.037 0.062












1 0.103 0.0875 -0.046 -0.031
2 0.110 -0.098 0.001 0.050
3 0.179 -0.045 -0.007 -0.173
4 0.0210 -0.020 -0.004 -0.005
5 0.0543 0.035 0.028 0.031
6 0.0725 0.011 0.050 -0.051
7 0.102 -0.083 0.060 0.0001
8 0.0592 0.054 0.001 -0.023
Table 31: Table showing the magnesium displacement in the full system.
The di↵usion of magnesium and water is consistent with what has been seen previously
and agrees with the simulations via classical mechanics. The di↵usions generally occur in
the x-direction; however, a more significant displacement has been seen on the magnesium
in the full cell compared to the magnesium in the hydrated cell. This is due to the increased
charge placed on the system with the introduction of choline nitrate. This generates more
force on the charged ions and generates a larger displacement. This charge appears to have
had little e↵ect on the choline nitrate due to their increased size. Choline nitrate has not
di↵used in either simulation containing the molecule.
On further investigation into the simulation, it appears that both the choline and the
silk structure have broken down in the 31.45 fs simulation. This is shown in figures 64 and
65. The breakdown of SF is a result of the exclusion radius for seeding magnesium being too
small; it has been kept the same as for the water molecules- 1.4 angstroms. This simulation
has shown that this needs to be increased as at this distance, the magnesium binds into the
structure and breaks the silk chain. The silk chain has broken in multiple places, as shown
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in figure 65.
The choline nitrate has also broken down; this further supports the idea above that
the choline structure used is not the experimental structure. The choline nitrate has been
simulated as a single molecule instead of two molecules which form the ionic liquid. The
choice to model the ionic liquid as a crystalline structure may have also resulted in the
structural deformation.
Figure 64: A figure showing the first frame of the full simulation.
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Figure 65: A figure showing the last frame of the full simulation.
To improve this simulation, a larger exclusion radius for the magnesium ion will be
needed, and a further investigation into the choline nitrate structure will be required.
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5 Conclusions
This project generates several exciting conclusions. The conclusions can be drawn from the
computational simulation of SF and about the SF material itself. A range of calculations
have been performed throughout this project; these aim to answer questions set out in the
introduction. Further to this, other questions which have been investigated include: How
does SF act when excited? How does the SF material behave under varying temperatures?
5.1 Is the generated structure valid?
Through the simulations, the generated simplified structure is an accurate estimation of
the experimental structure of SF. The simplified structure accurately recreates experimental
Ramachandran plots, IR spectra and thermal expansion behaviour, giving a high level of
confidence in this structure. This is an important conclusion as it shows that this project
has been completed as expected and has validated the model for use in more complicated
simulations paving the way to simulate a battery in the body.
5.2 Is the computational time enough for all calculations to be success-
fully run?
The computational time requested for this project from ARCHER was not su cient for
the calculations performed. 2500 kAUs were requested, and 7000 kAUs were used in total.
This extra time was provided from kind contributions from students in the research group,
allowing more complicated calculations as needed. The total ARCHER time used is below
in figure 66. The HEC was su cient for smaller calculations with no time limit so allowed
for calculations to run for extended periods; this was useful for IR calculations where the
run time exceeded four weeks.
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Figure 66: An overview of the number of jobs run on ARCHER.
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5.3 How do various species behave in SF?
Water readily di↵uses through the SF structure generally in the x-direction, along the silk
chains, the water movement is anisotropic. The di↵usion in the x-axis, however, does not
mean no di↵usion occurs in the z or y-direction, but the primary di↵usion occurs in the
x-direction for the water molecules. The water di↵usion is not a↵ected by the addition of
either magnesium or choline, and will still di↵use along the chains. The water can form
bridges between the chains via hydrogen bonds; these positions are very favourable. When
water is forming these bridges, the di↵usivity is decreased dramatically for that individual
molecule. Again this decreased movement is seen across all systems, regardless if magnesium
is present in the system. The behaviour of the water agrees with both experimental and
classical mechanical results. This agreement is a positive result and shows the accuracy of
DFT.
The magnesium ions do not appear to di↵use in the SF structure, this will be the result
of a combination of the Mg ion being more significant in size than the water molecules and
that the simulations were not able to run for an extended period. The Mg ion does not
change behaviour in di↵erent positions like the water molecules, i.e. no di↵usion has been
observed regardless of the position of the Mg. Mg does not a↵ect the behaviour of water and
does not appear to make the water positions any more or less favourable.
Choline, similar to Mg ions, does not move in SF, due to the size of the molecule and
structure. It is expected that choline with a crystalline structure will not move significantly
at a low temperature. Looking at the choline simulations it is evident that the choline
nitrate is not the correct structure, e.g. it should not be in a crystal form, and it will not
be a single molecule but two di↵erent molecules to form the ionic liquid. This assumption
is evidenced by the structure of both the SF and choline nitrate structure deteriorating in a
short time frame. The results of the full cell show that further work is needed to investigate
the structure of choline nitrate and how it will behave when near the silk structure.
5.4 How does the structure of SF behave when undergoing vibrational
excitement?
The IR of the silk has confirmed the structure of the SF. Where the alanine and glycine
spectra peaks can be linked to the peaks in the SF IR. The secondary structure can be
elucidated from the IR spectrum, which, as shown in the results, strongly agrees with the
secondary structure found via producing Ramachandran plots. An important note is that
the IR spectra can be reproduced from theory alone, allowing IR spectra to be generated
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for a range of SF structures with high confidence that they will accurately resemble the
experimental spectrum.
5.5 How does the SF material behave under varying temperatures?
The behaviour of SF under varying temperature has been investigated in three di↵erent
methods - Ramachandran plots, IR performed at increasing temperatures and investigation
of thermal expansion and thermal expansion coe cients. The Ramachandran plots show the
material begins to lose its’ structure at the higher temperature; this is expected as it will
start to undergo a phase change. The results of the IR spectrum reinforce this at higher
temperatures where the peaks become broader, and there is more noise in the spectrum.
Demonstrating the secondary structure is breaking down, and the bonds are less rigid. This
shows good agreement with the Ramachandran plots at higher temperatures. The thermal
expansion shows that the material behaves isotropically when hydrated, I.e. all parameters
behave uniformly as the temperature is increased from 0 K to 673 K. Thermal expansion
shows the material when hydrated contracts, this agrees with experiment. An experiment
has shown good agreement with the data in the range 273 K to 473 K. The thermal expansion
coe cients have shown the material will expand at a similar rate above 273 K. Below this
the behaviour will change as the SF will undergo a phase change and begin to turn more
crystalline, resulting in drastically di↵erent coe cients. The thermal expansion of the cells
shows a significant change between the hydrated and non- hydrated states. Where the volume
of a hydrated silk cell decreases as the temperature increases in contrast to the non-hydrated
cell where the volume increases.
5.6 How does DFT data compare to classical mechanics and experimental
data?
All water simulations performed have replicated the results seen classically providing a strong
basis to confirm that both the SF model is correct and accurate and that both DFT and
classical mechanics are valid methods for elucidating this material. The thermal expansion or
contraction as it appears has agreed with experiment; no classical data has been gathered for
the thermal expansions. The Ramachandran plots have demonstrated agreement with both
the classical results and experimental results. The DFT data has been shown to align more
accurately with the experimental results than the classical results do. This is apparent as
DFT has included data points in the top left   sheet region, which is missing in the classical
result. The experimental IR can be accurately reproduced from the theory of DFT. The IR
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spectra produced have shown good agreement of the position of the prominent peak at 1650
cm –1 in experimental results, this peak generated by the DFT moves with the change in
temperature, but the peak is generally recreated in a similar position as shown in the results
section.
The accuracy of the DFT method used, BLYP and DZVP, has been shown consistently in




Further to work contained in this thesis, there are several ideas to continue this work going
forwards. There are a range of barriers to the future of the project.
For future projects, the computational resource will be a limiting factor. More complex
calculations and a higher number of calculations will be required. To be able to run this
more computational time will be required on ARCHER, where the HEC will not be su cient
to run the chosen calculations.
The availability of basis sets and functionals have restricted which atoms can be simulated
in specific methods - BLYP with DZVP has been chosen due to the broad range of atoms
and low computational cost. However, a second basis set would have to be chosen if, for
example, Ca2+ was to be included in the system. Another suggestion would be to chose a
more extensive basis set such as B3LYP which is a hybrid exchange-correlation functional and
may provide more accurate results although BLYP and DZVP have successfully replicated
experimental results and as such is su cient for the project so far. Changing the basis
set and functional to B3LYP and TZVP would also increase the computational cost by a
significant amount. Simulations via B3LYP is unlikely to be feasible for a system of this size
due to the cost and complexity of the calculation.
Scientific knowledge has a substantial e↵ect on future projects. This is shown by having
no available structure for a simplified silk molecule and had to be created specifically for
this project. There have been very few simulations on SF previous to this project, and no
simulations on the behaviour of choline in silk and have thus meant little to no benchmark
data with experimental results in certain areas. The complexity of the task is a significant
restriction as there has to be a tradeo↵ between what could be accomplished in 12 months
compared to how long the task would take.
The future of the project will be concerned with simulating a complete SF biological
battery. This will consist of five aims:
• Rerun simulations with a larger simulation cell
• Simulate a more complex SF structure
• Simulate the behaviour of di↵erent ions
• Simulate the behaviour of choline
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• Simulate a range of molecules interacting with SF battery
Rerunning this project with a larger cell would provide a better comparison to classical
mechanics. This project has focused on a 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ 1 cell in contrast to the 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 and
4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 cells implemented by classical mechanics. Using a larger cell will provide a more
accurate comparison, especially for producing Ramachandran plots as the number of data
points will be increased substantially. A larger cell would allow for a direct comparison of
the energy of the two simulation methods. This would show how accurate the force field,
from classical mechanics is, in comparison to the all electron approach used by DFT.
(a) 1⇥ 1⇥ 1 Cell (b) 4⇥ 4⇥ 4 Cell (z view)
Figure 67: An image to show the size di↵erence in silk cells. Created by the Author using
Vesta [79].
To simulate a more complex SF structure. This project has focused on a repeating struc-
ture of ( Ala Gly )n whereas natural SF has a more complex structure of
( Ala Gly Ser Gly Ala Gly )n. The complexity of this task is due to the lack of a
preexisting template file for the complex structure; this means to simulate this a template
would have to be created, optimised and compared to experimental data to validate the
model. This may take an extended period depending on the first initial guess. Further to
this, other side chains may be added into the structure; however, this would more accurately
show synthetic silk but less accurately represent SF from B. Mori silkworms. Furthermore,
the increase in complexity of the structure would increase the computational cost.
This project has simulated Mg2+ in SF, but batteries can contain ions such as Ca2+ and
Li1+, as shown in the literature review. Simulations of multiple ions would allow further cal-
culations into the di↵usivity of di↵erent ions in the silk structure, and a better understanding
of the behaviour of SF with di↵erent molecules. From this, the di↵usion coe cients can be
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calculated and compared to provide a complete view of how the change in ion changes the
di↵usion coe cient and the Arrhenius plot for each ion. The di↵usion coe cient and Arrhe-
nius plot has been calculated for classical mechanics but not for the DFT approach. Further
di↵usion calculations were not performed due to computational limitations. A limiting factor
of this is that the CP2K basis set and functionals do not contain data for Ca2+ and Li1+ at
the BLYP level and has thus been excluded from this project. In future a di↵erent basis set
and functional can be chosen to allow for these ions to be simulated.
As shown in the results and discussion, the choline molecules have been simulated. After a
comparison to literature and analysis of the results, it was concluded that the choline nitrate
structure used was incorrect. Future projects should aim to successfully simulate choline
nitrate as two singular molecules to accurately represent the ionic liquid. This correct form
may lead to di↵usion of the choline through the cell as literature has shown. The choline in
the correct form may also change the behaviour of the full cell as shown in the results.
Further development of this project will provide a more complete idea of how the battery
will behave and decay in the body. The mechanism of the decay of silk is not well known
and further work will show how the silk breaks down over time. The rate of decay will
be determined by the thickness of the SF protective layer. This rate and thickness can be
predicted through the DFT simulations. This knowledge is vital for controlling how long
the battery will be present in the body and thus the battery can be tailored for individual
operations.
The final results of the experimental batteries are to be used in the body and as such,
there will be more molecules present than just the simulated SF, choline, Mg and water. To
more precisely simulate the working environment a more extensive range of molecules would
have to be included in the cell, this would include but is not limited to lipids, other ions
such as Ca2+, ATP (adenosine triphosphate) and enzymes produced by the body. Due to
the size of some of these molecules, it may be unfeasible to simulate all molecules via DFT
but would be more realistic to use classical mechanics to simulate the full cell, while using
DFT to investigate single molecules and the interactions between molecules. This research




Ab Initio Simulations of the Degradation of Biodegradable 
Batteries 
 
National HPC resource:  Archer 
 
Consortium theme:  Energy Generation, Storage and Transport 
 
Project leader:   Dr Samuel Murphy 
 
Investigator(s):   Benjamin Deacon, Dr Samuel Murphy 
 
Principal user(s):   Benjamin Deacon 
 
Total AU allocation request: 2,488.32 kAUs 
 
Estimate of job type:  Standard 
 
Storage space required (Gb): home 30Gb, work 300Gb 
 
Code(s) to be used:  CP2K  
 
Other national HEC funding: None 
 
Description of project 
 
Transient implantable medical bionics (TIMBs), such as, biodegradable batteries that 
disappear after their operation, are gaining attention because they potentially facilitate the 
deployment of novel instructive biomaterials for regenerative medicine. Implantable 
biodegradable and biocompatible batteries may be capable of satisfying the power 
requirements of some biomedical devices before harmlessly degrading.  
 
One material of particular interest for the construction of biodegradable batteries is Bombyx 
Mori silk. At Lancaster we are developing a biodegradable battery that will utilise silk both in 
the electrolyte and to encase the battery. Using the silk offers the battery a degree of 
protection that enables the device to operate for a number of days before it harmlessly 
degrades. Key to tuning the lifetime of the battery is understanding how the structure of the 
silk changes under different operating conditions and how this changes the diffusivity of the 
cations (i.e. Mg2+) and other species such as choline nitrate used as the ionic liquid in the 
electrolyte.  
 
Therefore, this project will examine structural transformations and specie mobility in a 
simplified silk system constructed from chains of alternating glycine and alanine proteins 
using ab initio molecular dynamics.  
 
Justification of resources requested 
 
The simulations will use the DFT+D3 approach and two different exchange correlation 
functionals, PBE and BLYP in the cp2k code. The underlying silk backbone contains 272 
atoms, and this is increased depending on the weight percentage of water required (typically 
5% by weight) and the concentration of ions (i.e. Mg2+ and Ca2+) and choline nitrate, chloride 
and phosphate). For each functional we will explore systems comprised of the silk, water, 
Mg2+ or Ca2+ with each of choline nitrate, chloride and phosphate. The simulations will be 
seeded randomly with water, cations and choline molecules, therefore to provide some 
statistics we will consider three different initial configurations leading to a total of nine 
simulations for each cation and functional. Each different structure will be MD simulations will 
be run for 5000 steps and these simulations will require 48 hours on 4 nodes. 
 






Time kAUs per job Total kAUs 
Fully hydrated 
Silk + Mg ion 




Silk + Ca ion 
18 48:00:00 69.120 
 
1,244.16 




Justification the choice of software 
 
CP2K has been used as it is open source software that run very efficiently on Archer and 




  PROJECT ORGANIC_MOL
  RUN_TYPE GEO_OPT
  PRINT_LEVEL MEDIUM
&END GLOBAL
&FORCE_EVAL
  METHOD QS
  &SUBSYS
    &CELL
      ABC 4.30833 6.85699 2.44154
    &END CELL
    &TOPOLOGY
      COORD_FILE_NAME alanine.xyz
      COORDINATE xyz 
  &END TOPOLOGY
    &KIND H
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PBE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q1
    &END KIND
    &KIND O
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PBE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q6
    &END KIND
    &KIND C
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PBE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q4
    &END KIND
    &KIND N
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PBE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q5
    &END KIND
  &END SUBSYS
  &DFT
    BASIS_SET_FILE_NAME ./BASIS_SET
    POTENTIAL_FILE_NAME ./POTENTIAL
    &QS
      EPS_DEFAULT 1.0E-10
    &END QS
    &MGRID
      CUTOFF 300
      NGRIDS 4
      REL_CUTOFF 60
    &END MGRID
    &SCF
      SCF_GUESS ATOMIC
      EPS_SCF 1.0E-07
      MAX_SCF 300
      &DIAGONALIZATION T
        ALGORITHM STANDARD
      &END DIAGONALIZATION
      &MIXING T
        ALPHA 0.4
        METHOD KERKER_MIXING
      &END MIXING
      &PRINT
        &RESTART OFF
        &END RESTART
      &END PRINT
    &END SCF
    &XC
      &XC_FUNCTIONAL PBE
      &END XC_FUNCTIONAL
      &vdW_POTENTIAL
DISPERSION_FUNCTIONAL PAIR_POTENTIAL
&PAIR_POTENTIAL
   TYPE DFTD3
   CALCULATE_C9_TERM .TRUE.
   PARAMETER_FILE_NAME ./dftd3.dat
   REFERENCE_FUNCTIONAL PBE
   D3_SCALING 0.00000000E+000 0.00000000E+000 
0.00000000E+000
   R_CUTOFF 2
&END PAIR_POTENTIAL
     &END vdW_POTENTIAL
    &END XC
  &END DFT
  &PRINT
    &FORCES ON
    &END FORCES




    TYPE MINIMIZATION
    MAX_DR    1.0E-03
    MAX_FORCE 1.0E-03
    RMS_DR    1.0E-03    
    RMS_FORCE 1.0E-03
    MAX_ITER 200
    OPTIMIZER CG
    &CG
      MAX_STEEP_STEPS  0
      RESTART_LIMIT 9.0E-01
    &END CG
  &END GEO_OPT
&END MOTION  
&FORCE_EVAL
  METHOD Quickstep
  &DFT
    BASIS_SET_FILE_NAME ./BASIS_MOLOPT
    POTENTIAL_FILE_NAME ./GTH_POTENTIALS
    &PRINT
      &MOMENTS
       PERIODIC FALSE
      &END
    &END
    &QS
      EPS_DEFAULT 1.0E-12
      EXTRAPOLATION ASPC
      EXTRAPOLATION_ORDER 3
    &END QS
    &POISSON
      PERIODIC NONE
      POISSON_SOLVER MT
    &END POISSON
    &MGRID
      CUTOFF 350
      NGRIDS 5
    &END
    &SCF
      MAX_SCF 100
      SCF_GUESS RESTART
      EPS_SCF 2.0E-7
      &DIAGONALIZATION
        ALGORITHM STANDARD
      &END
      &OUTER_SCF
        MAX_SCF 15
        EPS_SCF 2.0E-7
      &END
! number of unoccupied states required for XAS 
      ADDED_MOS 40
      &PRINT
        &RESTART
          &EACH
            QS_SCF 0
            GEO_OPT 1
          &END
          ADD_LAST NUMERIC
          FILENAME RESTART
        &END
        &RESTART_HISTORY OFF
        &END
      &END
    &END SCF
    &XC
      &XC_FUNCTIONAL PBE
      &END XC_FUNCTIONAL
    &END XC
  &END DFT
  &SUBSYS
    &CELL
      ABC [angstrom] 17.8 15.7558 11.4904
    &END
    &TOPOLOGY
     COORD_FILE_NAME ./silk.xyz 
     COORDINATE xyz
    &END
    &KIND O
      BASIS_SET TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q6
    &END KIND
    &KIND C
      BASIS_SET TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q4
    &END KIND
    &KIND H
      BASIS_SET TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q1
    &END KIND
     &KIND N
      BASIS_SET TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q5
    &END KIND
  &END SUBSYS
&END FORCE_EVAL
&GLOBAL
  PRINT_LEVEL LOW
  PROJECT IR
  RUN_TYPE VIBRATIONAL_ANALYSIS
&END GLOBAL
&MOTION
   &GEO_OPT
! to calculate vibrational spectrum tight convergence is required 
because frequencies are very sensitive to force constant
    MAX_FORCE 0.00005
    MAX_ITER 1600
    OPTIMIZER BFGS
    &BFGS
    &END
  &END
&END
! setup parameters to perform a Normal Modes analysis 
&VIBRATIONAL_ANALYSIS
! Calculation of the IR-Intensities.
 INTENSITIES 
! Specify the number of processors to be used per replica 
environment (for parallel runs)
 NPROC_REP 32
! Specify the increment to be used to construct the HESSIAN with 
finite difference method 
 DX 0.001
   &PRINT 
     &PROGRAM_RUN_INFO ON
     &END




  PROJECT ORGANIC_MOL
  RUN_TYPE MD
  PRINT_LEVEL MEDIUM
&END GLOBAL
&FORCE_EVAL
  METHOD QS
  &SUBSYS
    &CELL
      ABC 17.8 15.7558 11.4904
    &END CELL
    &TOPOLOGY
      COORD_FILE_NAME silk.xyz
      COORDINATE xyz 
  &END TOPOLOGY
    &KIND H
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-BLYP
      POTENTIAL GTH-BLYP-q1
    &END KIND
    &KIND O
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-BLYP
      POTENTIAL GTH-BLYP-q6
    &END KIND
    &KIND C
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-BLYP
      POTENTIAL GTH-BLYP-q4
    &END KIND
    &KIND N
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-BLYP
      POTENTIAL GTH-BLYP-q5
    &END KIND
  &END SUBSYS
  &DFT
    BASIS_SET_FILE_NAME ./BASIS_SET
    POTENTIAL_FILE_NAME ./POTENTIAL
    &QS
      EPS_DEFAULT 1.0E-7
    &END QS
    &MGRID
      CUTOFF 200
      NGRIDS 4
      REL_CUTOFF 30
    &END MGRID
    &SCF
      SCF_GUESS ATOMIC
      EPS_SCF 1.0E-05
      MAX_SCF 50
      &DIAGONALIZATION T
        ALGORITHM STANDARD
      &END DIAGONALIZATION
      &MIXING T
        ALPHA 0.4
        METHOD KERKER_MIXING
      &END MIXING
      &PRINT
        &RESTART OFF
        &END RESTART
      &END PRINT
    &END SCF
    &XC
      &XC_FUNCTIONAL BLYP
      &END XC_FUNCTIONAL
      &vdW_POTENTIAL
DISPERSION_FUNCTIONAL PAIR_POTENTIAL
&PAIR_POTENTIAL
   TYPE DFTD3
   CALCULATE_C9_TERM .TRUE.
   PARAMETER_FILE_NAME ./dftd3.dat
   REFERENCE_FUNCTIONAL BLYP
   D3_SCALING 0.00000000E+000 0.00000000E+000 
0.00000000E+000
   R_CUTOFF 2
&END PAIR_POTENTIAL
     &END vdW_POTENTIAL
    &END XC




    ENSEMBLE         NVT
    STEPS            20000
    TIMESTEP    0.05
    TEMPERATURE  310
    ANGVEL_ZERO                 T
    ANGVEL_TOL  0.001
    COMVEL_TOL  0.001
    TEMP_TOL 200
    &THERMOSTAT
TYPE NOSE
    &END THERMOSTAT
    &LANGEVIN
        GAMMA 0.001
    &END LANGEVIN
  &END MD
  &PRINT
    &TRAJECTORY  SILENT
      FILENAME =Silk.xyz
      &EACH
        MD 1
      &END EACH
    &END TRAJECTORY
    &VELOCITIES  SILENT
      FILENAME =Silk.vel
      &EACH
        MD 1
      &END EACH
    &END VELOCITIES
    &FORCES  SILENT
      FILENAME =Silk.force
      &EACH
        MD 1
      &END EACH
    &END FORCES
  &END PRINT
&END MOTION  
&GLOBAL
  PROJECT ORGANIC_MOL
  RUN_TYPE ENERGY_FORCE
  PRINT_LEVEL MEDIUM
&END GLOBAL
&FORCE_EVAL
  METHOD QS
  &SUBSYS
    &CELL
      ABC 1 1 1
    &END CELL
    &TOPOLOGY
      COORD_FILE_NAME carbon.xyz
      COORDINATE xyz 
  &END TOPOLOGY
    &KIND H
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PADE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PADE-q1
    &END KIND
    &KIND O
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PADE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PADE-q6
    &END KIND
    &KIND C
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PADE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PADE-q4
    &END KIND
    &KIND N
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PADE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PADE-q5
    &END KIND
    &KIND Mg
      BASIS_SET DZVP-GTH-PADE
      POTENTIAL GTH-PADE-q10
    &END KIND
  &END SUBSYS
  &DFT
    BASIS_SET_FILE_NAME ./BASIS_SET
    POTENTIAL_FILE_NAME ./POTENTIAL
    &QS
      EPS_DEFAULT 1.0E-10
    &END QS
    &MGRID
      CUTOFF 300
      NGRIDS 4
      REL_CUTOFF 60
    &END MGRID
    &SCF
      SCF_GUESS ATOMIC
      EPS_SCF 1.0E-07
      MAX_SCF 300
      &DIAGONALIZATION T
        ALGORITHM STANDARD
      &END DIAGONALIZATION
      &MIXING T
        ALPHA 0.4
        METHOD KERKER_MIXING
      &END MIXING
      &PRINT
        &RESTART OFF
        &END RESTART
      &END PRINT
    &END SCF
    &XC
      &XC_FUNCTIONAL PADE
      &END XC_FUNCTIONAL
      &vdW_POTENTIAL
DISPERSION_FUNCTIONAL PAIR_POTENTIAL
&PAIR_POTENTIAL
   TYPE DFTD3
   CALCULATE_C9_TERM .TRUE.
   PARAMETER_FILE_NAME ./dftd3.dat
   REFERENCE_FUNCTIONAL PADE
   D3_SCALING 0.00000000E+000 0.00000000E+000 
0.00000000E+000
   R_CUTOFF 2
&END PAIR_POTENTIAL
     &END vdW_POTENTIAL
    &END XC
  &END DFT
  &PRINT
    &FORCES ON
    &END FORCES






my $seedname = $ARGV[0];
open INFILE, "$seedname" or die "Can't open $seedname\n";
my @input = <INFILE>;
close INFILE; 
#Number of residues in the unitcell
my $num_residue_unit = 32;
#Supercell lattice parameters
my $x_latt = 17.8;
my $y_latt = 15.7558;
my $z_latt = 11.4904;
#Supercell repetitions
my $x_reps = 1;
my $y_reps = 1;
my $z_reps = 1;
#Supercell size
my $final_x = $x_reps*$x_latt;
my $final_y = $y_reps*$y_latt;
my $final_z = $z_reps*$z_latt;
my $change_y = 0.4;
my $new_y_latt = 15.7558+$change_y*15.7558;
#Open output files (xyz for dl_poly and template file for fl_analyzer)
open OUTFILE1, ">y_increase_$change_y.xyz" or die "Can't open 
supercell-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps.xyz\n";
open OUTFILE2, ">template-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps" or die "Can't open 
template-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps\n";
print OUTFILE1 "272\n";
print OUTFILE1 "supercell boxsize 17.8 18 11.4904\n";
print OUTFILE2 "pdb created using supercell.pl\n";
print OUTFILE2 "CRYST1  17.8 15.7558 11.4904 90.0 90.0 90.0\n";
#Initiate counter
my $counter = 0;
my $atom_counter = 0;
#Loop over all repetitions in x, y and z
for (my $s=1;$s<=$x_reps;$s++)
{
    for (my $t=1;$t<=$y_reps;$t++)
    {
        for (my $u=1;$u<=$z_reps;$u++)
        {
            #Loop over all atoms in unitcell
            for (my $atom=0;$atom<272;$atom++)
            {
                #For each atom split calculate position in new supercell
                my @splitline = split(/\s+/,$input[$atom+2]);
                my $atom = $splitline[0];
                my $atom_no = $splitline[1];
                my $atom_name = $splitline[2];
                my $residue_name = $splitline[3];
                my $residue_type = $splitline[4];
                my $residue_no = $splitline[5];
                my $initial_x = $splitline[6];
                my $initial_y = $splitline[7];
                my $initial_z = $splitline[8];
                my $beta = $splitline[9];
                my $weight = $splitline[10];
                my $atom_type = $splitline[11];
                
                #Convert to fractional
                $initial_x = $initial_x/$x_latt;
                $initial_y = $initial_y/$y_latt;
                $initial_z = $initial_z/$z_latt;
                
                my $current_residue_count = 
($counter*$num_residue_unit)+$residue_no;
            
                #Convert to new fraction co-ordinates
                my $final_atom_x = $initial_x/$x_reps;
             my $final_atom_y;
                if ($residue_type eq 'A' or $residue_type eq 'C')
                 {
                 $final_atom_y = $initial_y/$y_reps + $change_y;
                 }
                else
                 {
                    $final_atom_y = $initial_y/$y_reps;
                 }
             
                my $final_atom_z = $initial_z/$z_reps;
                
                
                if ($final_atom_x < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_x = $final_atom_x+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_x >= 1.0)
                {
                    $final_atom_x = $final_atom_x-1;
                }
                if ($final_atom_y < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_y = $final_atom_y+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_y >= 1.8)
                {
                    $final_atom_y = $final_atom_y-1;
                }
                if ($final_atom_z < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_z = $final_atom_z+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_z >= 1.0)
                {
                    $final_atom_z = $final_atom_z-1;
                }
                            
                #Calculate final cartesian co-ordinates
                my $cart_x = $final_x*$final_atom_x;
                my $cart_y = $final_y*$final_atom_y;
                my $cart_z = $final_z*$final_atom_z;
                $atom_counter++;
                
                print OUTFILE1 "$atom_type $cart_x $cart_y $cart_z 
$residue_type\n";
                print OUTFILE2 sprintf("ATOM %4.0f   %s    %s %5.0f     
%7.3f %7.3f %7.3f 1.00 0.00                   %s\n", 
$atom_counter, $atom_name, $residue_type, 
$current_residue_count, $cart_x, $cart_y, $cart_z, 
$atom_name);
                
            }
            $counter++;
        }






my $seedname = $ARGV[0];
open INFILE, "$seedname" or die "Can't open $seedname\n";
my @input = <INFILE>;
close INFILE; 
#Number of residues in the unitcell
my $num_residue_unit = 32;
#Supercell lattice parameters
my $x_latt = 17.8;
my $y_latt = 15.7558;
my $z_latt = 11.4904;
#Supercell repetitions
my $x_reps = 1;
my $y_reps = 1;
my $z_reps = 1;
#Supercell size
my $final_x = $x_reps*$x_latt;
my $final_y = $y_reps*$y_latt;
my $final_z = $z_reps*$z_latt;
my $change_z = 0.7;
#Open output files (xyz for dl_poly and template file for fl_analyzer)
open OUTFILE1, ">z_increase_$change_z.xyz" or die "Can't open 
supercell-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps.xyz\n";
open OUTFILE2, ">template-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps" or die "Can't open 
template-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps\n";
print OUTFILE1 "272\n";
print OUTFILE1 "supercell boxsize 17.8 15.7558 30\n";
print OUTFILE2 "pdb created using supercell.pl\n";
print OUTFILE2 "CRYST1  17.8 15.7558 11.4904 90.0 90.0 90.0\n";
#Initiate counter
my $counter = 0;
my $atom_counter = 0;
#Loop over all repetitions in x, y and z
for (my $s=1;$s<=$x_reps;$s++)
{
    for (my $t=1;$t<=$y_reps;$t++)
    {
        for (my $u=1;$u<=$z_reps;$u++)
        {
            #Loop over all atoms in unitcell
            for (my $atom=0;$atom<272;$atom++)
            {
                #For each atom split calculate position in new supercell
                my @splitline = split(/\s+/,$input[$atom+2]);
                my $atom = $splitline[0];
                my $atom_no = $splitline[1];
                my $atom_name = $splitline[2];
                my $residue_name = $splitline[3];
                my $residue_type = $splitline[4];
                my $residue_no = $splitline[5];
                my $initial_x = $splitline[6];
                my $initial_y = $splitline[7];
                my $initial_z = $splitline[8];
                my $beta = $splitline[9];
                my $weight = $splitline[10];
                my $atom_type = $splitline[11];
                
                #Convert to fractional
                $initial_x = $initial_x/$x_latt;
                $initial_y = $initial_y/$y_latt;
                $initial_z = $initial_z/$z_latt;
                
                my $current_residue_count = 
($counter*$num_residue_unit)+$residue_no;
            
                #Convert to new fraction co-ordinates
                my $final_atom_x = $initial_x/$x_reps;
             my $final_atom_z;
                my $final_atom_y = $initial_y/$y_reps + 0;
             
              if ($residue_type eq 'A' or $residue_type eq 'B')
                {
                 $final_atom_z = $initial_z/$z_reps + $change_z;
                }
             else
                 {
                 $final_atom_z = $initial_z/$z_reps;
                 }
                
                if ($final_atom_x < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_x = $final_atom_x+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_x >= 1.0)
                {
                    $final_atom_x = $final_atom_x-1;
                }
                if ($final_atom_y < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_y = $final_atom_y+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_y >= 1.0)
                {
                    $final_atom_y = $final_atom_y-1;
                }
                if ($final_atom_z < 0)
                {
                    $final_atom_z = $final_atom_z+1;
                }
                elsif ($final_atom_z >= 1.8)
                {
                    $final_atom_z = $final_atom_z-1;
                }
                            
                #Calculate final cartesian co-ordinates
                my $cart_x = $final_x*$final_atom_x;
                my $cart_y = $final_y*$final_atom_y;
                my $cart_z = $final_z*$final_atom_z;
                $atom_counter++;
                
                print OUTFILE1 "$atom_type $cart_x $cart_y $cart_z 
$residue_type\n";
                print OUTFILE2 sprintf("ATOM %4.0f   %s    %s %5.0f     
%7.3f %7.3f %7.3f 1.00 0.00                   %s\n", 
$atom_counter, $atom_name, $residue_type, 
$current_residue_count, $cart_x, $cart_y, $cart_z, 
$atom_name);
                
            }
            $counter++;
        }
    }
}
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my $seedname = $ARGV[0];¬7
open INFILE, "$seedname" or die "Can't open $seedname\n";¬8
my @input = <INFILE>;¬9
close INFILE; ¬10
¬11
#Number of residues in the unitcell¬12
my $num_residue_unit = 32;¬13
¬14
#Supercell lattice parameters¬15
my $x_latt = 17.8;¬16
my $y_latt = 15.7558;¬17
my $z_latt = 11.4904;¬18
¬19
#Supercell repetitions¬20
my $x_reps = 1;¬21
my $y_reps = 1;¬22
my $z_reps = 1;¬23
¬24
¬25
#Open output files (xyz for dl_poly and template file for fl_analyzer)¬26
open OUTFILE1, ">supercell-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps.xyz" or die "Can't 27
open supercell-$x_reps-$y_reps-$z_reps.xyz\n";¬…




print OUTFILE1 "supercell boxsize 17.8 15.7558 11.4904\n";¬31
¬32
print OUTFILE2 "pdb created using supercell.pl\n";¬33
print OUTFILE2 "CRYST1  17.8 15.7558 11.4904 90.0 90.0 90.0\n";¬34
¬35
#Initiate counter¬36
my $counter = 0;¬37
my $atom_counter = 0;¬38
¬39
#Loop over all repetitions in x, y and z¬40
for (my $s=1;$s<=$x_reps;$s++)¬41
{¬42
    for (my $t=1;$t<=$y_reps;$t++)¬43
    {¬44
        for (my $u=1;$u<=$z_reps;$u++)¬45
        {¬46
            #Loop over all atoms in unitcell¬47
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            for (my $atom=0;$atom<276;$atom++)¬48
            {¬49
                #For each atom split calculate position in new supercell¬50
                my @splitline = split(/\s+/,$input[$atom+2]);¬51
                my $atom = $splitline[0];¬52
                my $atom_no = $splitline[1];¬53
                my $atom_name = $splitline[2];¬54
                my $residue_name = $splitline[3];¬55
                my $residue_type = $splitline[4];¬56
                my $residue_no = $splitline[5];¬57
                my $cart_x = $splitline[6];¬58
                my $cart_y = $splitline[7];¬59
                my $cart_z = $splitline[8];¬60
                my $beta = $splitline[9];¬61
                my $weight = $splitline[10];¬62
                my $atom_type = $splitline[11];¬63
                ¬64
                $atom_counter++;¬65
                ¬66
                print OUTFILE1 "$atom_type $cart_x $cart_y $cart_z 67
$residue_type $residue_no $atom_name\n";¬…
                print OUTFILE2 sprintf("ATOM   %4.0f  %-3s %1s %1s  68
%2.0f     %7.3f %7.3f %7.3f  1.00 0.00            %s\n", $atom_no, …
$atom_name, $residue_name, $residue_type, $residue_no, $cart_x, $cart_y, …
$cart_z, $atom_type);¬…
                ¬69
            }¬70
            $counter++;¬71
        }¬72
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Figure 68: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 50K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 50K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 50K with





Figure 69: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 150K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 150K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 150K






Figure 70: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 273K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 673K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 673K







Figure 71: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 373K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 373K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 373K







Figure 72: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 473K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 473K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 473K






Figure 73: An image to show the Ramachandran plots at 500K. Created by the Author using
VMD [101]. a) Hydrated cell run at 500K with NPT. b) Non-Hydrated cell run at 500K
with NPT. c) Hydrated cell run at 500K with NVT. d) Non-Hydrated cell run at 500K with
NVT.
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Figure 74: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 50 K. Produced using Molden [94].
Figure 75: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 273 K. Produced using Molden [94].
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Figure 76: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 373 K. Produced using Molden [94].
Figure 77: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 473 K. Produced using Molden [94].
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Figure 78: A figure showing the generated IR spectra of simplified SF, via DFT using MD
at 500 K. Produced using Molden [94].
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Bombyx mori (B. mori) silk fibroin (SF) (a biopolymer) is a ubiquitous material due to 
its attractive properties (e.g. biocompatibility and biodegradability), and is utilised in a 
variety of applications, for instance, biomedical devices, drug delivery scaffolds and 
biodegradable batteries. Furthermore, transient implantable medical bionics (TIMBs), 
such as, biodegradable batteries that disappear after their operation, are gaining 
attention because they potentially facilitate the deployment of novel instructive 
biomaterials for regenerative medicine. In the wider context, the generation of 
degradable electronics potentially addresses problems associated with e-waste and 
these materials can influence biological processes in a controllable manner, (e.g. 
tissue regeneration and drug delivery via electrical stimulation). Utilising the 
information from experimental and computational SF studies, an appropriate SF model 
has been produced (alanine-glycine [Ala-Gly]n crystal structure). By incorporating 
molecular dynamic (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) techniques, a unique 
insight of the SF material is achieved. The secondary structure of the computational 
model has been evaluated using Ramachandran plots under different environments 
(e.g. different temperatures and ensembles). In addition, mean square displacement 
(MSD) of water incorporated into the SF model was investigated. The diffusion 
coefficients, activation energies, most and least favourable positions of water, and 
trajectory of water diffusion through the SF model is obtained. With further 
computational study and combination with experimental data, the 
behaviour/degradation of SF (and similar biomaterials) can be elucidated. 
Consequently, a greater control of the aforementioned devices may be achieved and 





SF from the B. mori silk worm is an Ala-Gly-rich protein, which is spun from aqueous 
solution to produce strong and tough fibres.1, 2 Furthermore; SF has excellent 
biocompatibility, making it a much-desired biomaterial.3, 4 Many attempts have been 
made to mimic the natural process of producing robust silk filament under mild 
environmental conditions.5, 6, 7, 8 However, this has proven challenging and many of the 
resultant fibres have been weaker than native silk.9 Therefore, a greater understanding 
of the chemistry and properties of natural silk fibres (e.g. SF) is essential, because this 
would optimise the utilisation of silk for useful and practical applications, such as, 
TIMBs. SF has already seen use in various applications, for instance, a biodegradable  
B. mori SF can assume two distinct structures in the solid state,1 silk I and silk II (before 
and after spinning, respectively). Silk I has been reported to assume a repeated β-turn 
type II conformation, whereas, silk II adopts a heterogeneous structure but mainly 
antiparallel β-sheets.1 Silk fibres, inherently, are non-crystalline or semi-crystalline 
biopolymers possessing a mixture of secondary structures (e.g. β-sheets, helices, β-
turns and random coils).12 A common challenge when analysing silk via X-ray 
diffraction or electron diffraction studies, is silk’s readiness to convert from silk I into 
silk II.13 Other experimental techniques have also been applied, such as, solid-state 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which is advantageous as the silk I form can be 
analysed without orientation or crystallisation (and simultaneous conversion into silk 
II).12 Further detail has been obtained using atomistic simulations on SF structures 
derived  from solid-state NMR methods, such as, 2D spin diffusion NMR under off 
magic angle spinning, rotational echo double resonance (REDOR) and 13C chemical 
shift data, as well as, X-ray diffraction data of a poly(Ala-Gly) sample.1  
The B. mori SF macromolecule is comprised of three segments (Heavy Chain ca. 350 
kDa, Light Chain ca. 26 kDa and P25 gene ca. 25 kDa) in a ratio of 6:6:1.15, 16 The 
Heavy Chain is connected to the Light Chain via a single disulphide link, while the P25 
gene has non-covalent interactions with the Heavy Chain and Light Chain.17 
Furthermore, the Heavy Chain is made up of 5263 residues where glycine (Gly) is 
present in 45.9 %, alanine (Ala) in 30.3 %, serine (Ser) in 12.1 %, tyrosine (Tyr) in 5.3 
%, valine (Val) in 1.8 % and 4.7 % of the other amino acids.15 The Heavy Chain 
possesses twelve repetitive domains that are Gly rich (ca. 45 %) forming the crystalline 
regions, separated by short linker domains (42 to 43 residues). The short linker 
domains are non-repetitive and form amorphous regions.18 Whereas, the repetitive 
domain is predominantly formed of Gly-X repeats (ca. 94 % of the repetitive domain), 
where X is Ala (64 %), Ser (22 %), Tyr (10 %), Val (3 %), threonine (Thr) (1.3 %).15, 18 
The structural features of B. mori SF have been conveniently studied using the 
synthetic peptide, (Ala-Gly)n, as a model for the crystalline regions,13, 19 because the 
lack of Ser in the model peptide (Ala-Gly)15 does not affect the 13C cross-polarisation 
magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) NMR chemical shifts of the Ala and Gly residues in 
the repeated sequence (Ala-Gly-Ser-Gly-Ala-Gly)n of native SF.12, 20, 21 From X-ray and 
electron diffraction studies B. mori SF the periodic copolypeptide (Ala-Gly)n, has been 
shown to have an orthorhombic crystal structure with unit cell dimensions, a = 4.65 Å, 
b = 14.24 Å, c = 8.88 Å.12, 13, 22, 23 Within the simplified (Ala-Gly)n model the repeat β-
turn type II structure is stabilised by intramolecular hydrogen bond interactions. The 
overall planar sheets are held together by intermolecular hydrogen bonding 
interactions, involving the central amide-bond of the β-turn, perpendicular to 
intramolecular interactions. Although, such an (Ala-Gly)n structural model vastly 
simplifies the overall structure of B. mori silkworm’s SF, it makes it convenient and 
less computationally demanding. 
Prior to spinning the B. mori. SF is stored in the middle silk gland (30 % in water) and 
undergoes a conformational change when under tensile and shear stress and loss of 
water.1 The rate of degradation of SF is directly related to the content of secondary β-
sheet crystalline structure present within the bulk material.24 The β-sheet content from 
regenerated SF can be modified through the use of various processing methods (e.g. 
water content and drying methods).25 
Previously, MD simulations has been used to investigate the mechanical behaviour of 
B. mori SF18 and the conformational change of its silk I form into silk II.1 The 
transformation of silk I into silk II is brought on by either external forces and in an 
aqueous environment (the silk gland and spinneret).1 To simulate this structural 
change, a (Ala-Gly)n model (at 298 K) was stretched (application of both shear (ca. 
0.5 GPa) and tensile (ca. 0.1 GPa) stress) and the torsion angles of the residues 
evaluated. The resulting secondary structures showed a good agreement with existing 
solid-state NMR information indicating the potential of atomistic simulation techniques. 
The computationally produced silk II structure possessed ca. 75 % β-sheet and ca. 25 
% β-turn content, comparable with experimental values of 73 % β-sheet and 27 % β-
turn content.1  
Despite extensive investigation of B. mori SF structure, discussed above, the 
fingerprint structural parameters for silk I and silk II remain mostly unexamined. The 
primary structure of B. mori SF has been determined to be predominately (Ala-Gly)n,27 
although, the SF can exist as either in silk I or silk II form and their structural 
confirmations are less clear. It is generally accepted27, 28, 29 that the basic features of 
silk II are the orderly packing of antiparallel β-sheets, however, other studies suggest 
that silk II form consists of randomly stacked antiparallel β-sheets.30, 31 As for silk I, the 
structural parameters remain unclear because this less stable conformation is 
susceptible to transformation into the silk II conformation, leading to difficulty in 
performing X-ray diffraction experiments. As a result, multiple models exist for the silk 
I form (e.g. crankshaft model with Ala and Gly residues close to β-sheet and α-helix 
confirmations21, loose 4-fold helical confirmation32 and four-residue β-turn structure33). 
The possible structural models of B. mori SF (in silk I and silk II form) have been 
examined using DFT to determine the NMR chemical shifts. The DFT approach 
incorporated a similar (Ala-Gly)n model mentioned previously, then calculated the 13C 
chemical shielding tensors using the theory-gauge independent atomic orbital (DFT-
GIAO) with the BLYP exchange-correlation functional.34  The results obtained 
indicated that the silk I structure did not entirely agree with that characterised by 13C 
NMR experiments. Instead, a 310-helix like conformation with torsion angle ranges of 
<φ> = - 59 ± 2 °, <ψ> = 119 ± 2 ° for the Ala residue and <φ> = - 78 ± 2 °, <ψ> = 149 
± 2 ° for the Gly residue was suggested. However, the silk II structure agreed well with 
that characterised by 13C NMR experiments and previous descriptions of SF in silk II 
form (i.e. the orderly packing of antiparallel β-sheets). The torsion angle ranges are 
<φ> = - 143 ± 6 °, <ψ> = 142 ± 5 ° for both Ala and Gly residues.34  
Therefore, in this study, non-hydrated and hydrated SF crystal structure models were 
studied using both DFT and classical MD to understand how water is accommodated 
in the silk structures, what impact it has on the silk itself and how it moves within 
between the protein chains. 
2. Methodology 
Utilising both DFT and classical MD to study the structure of SF provides a description 
across a range of time and length scales. While DFT simulations can provide a detailed 
description of the electronic structure of the silk, the number of atoms accessible is 
insufficient to accurately assess the secondary structure of the protein chains. By 
contrast, classical MDs neglect of electronic information enables the simulation of 
thousands of atoms enabling analysis of the secondary structure and the examination 
of bulk water transport around the protein chains. 
2.1 Preparation of the (Ala-Gly)n Silk Fibroin unit cell 
Construction of the (Ala-Gly)n Silk Fibroin unit cell  followed the methodology described 
by Yamane et al1. The initial unit cell was created by arranging four Ala-Gly chains 
with repeated β-turns according to information from experimental and computational 
experiments on SF.1, 12, 15, 16, 18, 22, 23 To simulate the bulk system of the repeated 
polymer chains, a periodic boundary condition was implemented, where nitrogen and 
carbon-terminals were connected to mirror images of themselves and the resulting 
structure is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Hydrated SF supercells were created by introducing ca. 7.5 wt % of water molecules, 
mimicking experimentally reproduced SF films35, 36. Water molecules were placed 
randomly within the supercells, while ensuring that no water molecules were placed 
within 1.7 Å of the silk. 37, 38  
 
Figure 1. Visualisation of the crystal structure of B. mori SF in a silk I form. (a) 
Is a snapshot of the crystal structure (repeated β-turn type II conformation) from along 
the z-axis, (b) from along the x-axis and (c) is another snapshot for a unit cell of the 
periodic B. mori. SF crystal structure from along the z-axis. A visual representation of 
the repeated β-turn type II conformation where the brown ball and sticks depict carbon 
atoms, light grey the hydrogen atoms, red the oxygen atoms and pale blue the nitrogen 
atoms. The lattice parameters of the unit cell shown in Figure 1 are orthorhombic: a = 
17.8 Å, b = 15.7558 Å, c = 11.4904 Å. The grey dashed lines represent the hydrogen 




2.2 Classical molecular dynamic simulations 
Classical molecular dynamics simulations utilised a range of supercells, ranging from 
2´2´2 to 4´4´4 repetitions of the unit cell containing 2176 and 17,408 atoms (2377 
and 19,022 atoms when hydrated), respectively. In each case, the DL_FIELD package 
using the force field scheme OPLS2005/OPLS-AA (eq. 1, 2, 3 and 4), was used to 
create the input files for the DL_POLY_4 simulation package.39, 40, 41, 42 In addition, the 
periodic (Ala-Gly)n crystals were visualised using the Visual Molecular Dynamics 
(VMD) programme.43 
Interactions between the ions in the (Ala-Gly)n chains were represented using the 
OPLS-AA force field where the total energy (Etot) of a molecular system is evaluated 
as a sum of the following components, the non-bonded energy (Enb), bond stretching 
and angle bending terms (Ebond and Eangle, respectively), and the torsional energy 
(Etorsion). The non-bonded term is computed as a sum of the Coulomb and Lennard-
Jones contributions for pairwise intra and intermolecular interactions.35, 44 
OPLS-AA force field where the total energy (Etot) of a molecular system is evaluated 
as a sum of the following components, the non-bonded energy (Enb), bond stretching 
and angle bending terms (Ebond and Eangle, respectively), and the torsional energy 
(Etorsion). The non-bonded term is computed as a sum of the Coulomb and Lennard-














       
where, &# and &$ are the charges on ions separated by (#$, -#$ and +#$ are the Lennard-
Jones coefficients. Geometric combining rules for the Lennard-Jones coefficients were 
employed: -#$ = (-## 	-$$)&/% and +#$ =	 (+##	+$$)&/%. The summation runs over all of the 
pairs of atoms 4 < 6 on molecules A and B or A and A for the intramolecular 
interactions. Moreover, in the latter case, the coefficient 1#$ is equal to 0.0 for any 4 - 6 
pairs connected by a valence bond (1-2 pairs) or a valence bond angle (1-3 pairs). 
(1) 
 
1#$ = 0.5 for 1,4 interactions (atoms separated by exactly three bonds) and 1#$ = 1.0 
for all of the other cases. The Ebond and Eangle are reported in eq. 2 and 3.35, 44 
 










where, the subscript '& is used to depict the equilibrium values of bond length ( and 
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where, G is the dihedral angle and A&, A% and A8 are the Fourier coefficients to be 
optimised.  
To represent interactions between water molecules and the silk chains the TIP3P_O 
force field was employed. The TIP3P_O model uses 12-6-1 (Coulomb plus Lennard-
Jones) and 9-6-1 functions for water which yield results of similar quality for the liquid. 
The three-site model possesses three interaction points corresponding to the three 
atoms of the water molecule; each site has a point charge, & for electrons and an J 
and K Lennard-Jones parameters.44 
 





















The TIP3P_O model utilises Lennard-Jones parameters on the hydrogen atoms, in 
addition to the oxygen atom.42 
In order to examine the mobility of water around the SF the mean squared 
displacement (MSD) of the oxygen ions in the water molecule were determined. The 
MSD at time O is defined as an ensemble average, (eq. 6). 









where, X is the number of particles to be averaged, vector V(#)(0) = V;
(#) is the 
reference position of the 4-th particle and vector V(#)(O) is the position of the 4-th particle 
at time O.45  
Simulation supercells were initially energy minimised under constant volume 
conditions before being equilibrated at a range of temperatures (10, 150, 273, 298, 
310, 373 and 473 K) under the canonical ensemble (NVT) and then isothermal-
isobaric ensemble (NPT). For the equilibrations, the Nose-Hoover thermostat and 
barostats were used with relaxation times of 0.05 ps and 0.1 ps, respectively. 
Equilibrations last 100,000 timesteps with each timestep corresponding to 0.0005 ps. 
During each equilibration the atomic configurations were recorded to enable 
examination of the secondary structure. Dihedral angles were then calculated using 
the DL_ANALYSER package enabling the creation of Ramachandran plots. 46, 47, 48 
2.3 Density functional theory simulations 
DFT simulations49 were carried out using the Quickstep method in CP2K,50 with the 
BLYP exchange correlation functional51, 52  A double zeta valence polarised (DZVP) 
basis set was employed for all calculations.53 The DZVP has been shown to perform 
well with energy and geometry calculations, providing accurate results while also being 





Due to the greater computational requirements the DFT simulations were performed 
on supercells smaller than 2x2x2. Hydrated and non-hydrated silk supercells were 
minimised until the forces on the atoms were below 10-3 eV/A . Simulation supercells 
were then equilibrated using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) under NPT 
conditions at the same temperatures studied for using classical MD. AIMD simulations 
used the thermo and barostats with relaxation times of 60 fs and ran for 3000 timesteps 
of 0.05 fs. 
 
Lastly, the trajectory of 8 water molecules (ca. 7.5 % water content) through the 
hydrated periodic (Ala-Gly)16 crystal were also obtained utilising CP2K.50 This was 
possible by running MD simulations using the information obtained from the DFT 
optimised hydrated periodic (Ala-Gly)16 crystal, however, the NVT ensemble was set 
for 310 K and 42350 steps while each timestep was 0.05 fs, as a result, the experiment 
lasted 2117.5 fs.43 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1 The (Ala-Gly)n Silk Fibroin crystal models’ secondary structure 
Figure 2 and 3 show the Ramachandran contour plots of the non-hydrated and 
hydrated (Ala-Gly)128, (Ala-Gly)1024 and (Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal models. Classical MD 
and DFT simulations were conducted to obtain the torsion angles for residues Ala and 
Gly, therefore for clarity; only the 298 K NPT ensemble experiments are shown. The 
torsion angles for (Ala-Gly)128 and (Ala-Gly)1024 utilised classical MD simulations, 





































Figure 2. Ramachandran contour plots of the (Ala-Gly)128 and (Ala-Gly)16 SF 
crystal model. (a) Is in the non-hydrated state and (b) is in the hydrated state. The 
legend depicts the percentage of the residues within each region and position of the 
























Figure 3. Ramachandran contour plots of the (Ala-Gly)1024 and (Ala-Gly)16 SF 
crystal model. (a) Is in the non-hydrated state and (b) is in the hydrated state. The 
legend depicts the percentage of the residues within each region and position of the 
CP2K (DFT) generated torsion angles of Ala and Gly residues from (Ala-Gly)16. 
(a) 
(b) 
The Ramachandran plots in Figures 2 and 3, possess regions that lie within <φ> = - 
60 ° and  <ψ> = 130 ° and <φ> =  70 ° and  <ψ> = 10 °, which is characteristic of the 
Ala and Gly residues, respectively, as reported in the literature.1, 59, 61 Hereby, implying 
the SF model utilised in this work, possesses qualities that have been experimentally 
observed. The (Ala-Gly)n SF crystal structure is to be considered in the silk I form (i.e. 
repeated β-turn type II conformation), because β-sheets are not the predominant 
secondary structure, instead, 310-helix is the predominant secondary structure (ca. 37 
%), agreeing with the literature.34 Furthermore, Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the SF 
crystal models possesses a heterogeneous structure, evidenced by a left-handed α-
helix, 310-helix, β-sheet (ca. <φ> = 70 ° and <ψ> = 10 °, ca. <φ> = - 40 ° and <ψ> = - 
30 °, ca. <φ> = - 60 ° and <ψ> = 130 °, respectively) and random coil structures, which 
are entirely consistent with the literature.1, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22, 23, 34, 61, 
On the other hand, by comparing the non-hydrated states of (Ala-Gly)128 (Figure 2) 
with the hydrated states, the torsion angle regions for the Ala and Gly residues appear 
in slightly different locations. This is likely due to the flexibility of the SF model’s 
polymer backbone (Ala and Gly) chains. It could be suggested that due to greater 
temperatures, the polymer backbone chains can move more freely, as the difference 
in the Ala and Gly residue’s positions were exacerbated for higher temperatures. With 
the introduction of more residues and/or water molecules, more hydrogen bond 
interactions are introduced (e.g. between polymer backbone chains), thus, limiting the 
potential flexibility of the (Ala-Gly)n SF crystal model. The difference in the Ala and Gly 
residue positions for the non-hydrated and hydrated states of the larger (Ala-Gly)1024 
SF crystal model (Figure 3 and 5) were not observed. This could mean that the (Ala-
Gly)1024 SF crystal model possesses a greater initial number of hydrogen bond 
interactions (intra- and intermolecular), therefore, inherently less flexible than the (Ala-
Gly)128 SF crystal model.  
The torsion angles determined using DFT, have also been included  in Figure 2 (b) 
and Figure 3 (b). This data further supports the assertion that the SF crystal model 
possesses a heterogeneous structure.  Furthermore, the DFT technique appears to 
be more accurate at determining the residues located within the β-sheet region. For 
instance, a previous SF structure study using DFT chemical shift calculation 
(mentioned previously),34 reported that the torsion angle ranges for Ala and Gly are 
<φ> = - 143 ± 6 °, <ψ> = 142 ± 5 °. In addition, the torsion angle range of <φ> = - 143 
± 6 °, <ψ> = 142 ± 5 ° is within the characteristic range for antiparallel β-sheets.1, 34 In 
this work (Figure 2 and 3), the (Ala-Gly)128, (Ala-Gly)1024 and (Ala-Gly)16 have achieved 

























Figure 4. A VESTA14 visualisation of most (a) and least (b) favourable water 
molecule positions in the (Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal model. The brown ball and sticks 
depict the carbon atoms, light grey the hydrogen atoms, red the oxygen atoms and 
pale blue the nitrogen atoms. The dashed lines depict the hydrogen bond interactions. 
In (a), the central water molecule (W6) is represented and in (b), the central water 
molecule (W5) is represented. 
 
In order to understand how the water molecules move around the silk protein chains 
we calculate the MSD in the hydrated (Ala-Gly)1024 supercell using classical molecular 
dynamics. The MSDs as a function of time are presented in figure 6. Figure 6 indicates 
that at the water is mobile even at room temperature. From the gradients of the lines 
presented in figure 6 it is possible to create an Arrhenius plot for water diffusing around 
the silk as presented in figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 6. MSD of the water molecules in the (Ala-Gly)1024 SF crystal. The water 
displacement (in Å2) using the SF crystal model (Ala-Gly)1024, the legend depicts the 
temperature (in K) of the experiment’s system.  
 
The data presented in figure 7 can be compared to a previous experimental study 
examining the use of  SF as an edible coating for perishable food preservation. This 
study obtained a diffusion coefficient (at room temperature) of 1.05x10-6 cm2 s-1 at 58 
% β-sheet content, 3.21x10-6 cm2 s-1 at 48 % β-sheet content and 5.79x10-6 cm2 s-1 at 
36 % β-sheet content.61 By comparison the value predicted here is  2.918x10-6 cm2 s-
1. The good agreement between the diffusivities further supports the efficacy of our 
somputational model. However, it is noted that the silk structure used contained 





























Figure 8. Arrhenius plot of the hydrated (Ala-Gly)1024 SF crystal. By using the 
gradient of the slope in the above Arrhenius plot, the calculated activation energy is 
determined as 9.232 kJ/mol. 
The molecular dynamics simulations enable the determination of the oxygen pathways 
through silk crystal providing insight into how exactly the water moves from site to site. 
 
 
Lastly, the trajectory for the displacement of water molecules in the hydrated (Ala-
Gly)16 SF crystal model is visualised in Figure 9 and 10.  
 
 
Furthermore, the displacement of 8 water molecules (ca. 7.5 wt % water content) in 
the hydrated (Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal model is reported in Table 3. 









































to Table 2) 
Equivalent 




to Table 2) 
1 0.559 W4 W2 
2 1.394 W9 W1 
3 1.314 Periodic boundary W8 
4 0.062 W4 W8 
5 0.540 W5 W5 
6 0.718 W10 W10 
7 0.907 W3 W3 
8 2.295 W7 W7 
 
Table 3. The displacement of 8 water molecules (7.5 wt % water content) in the 
(Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal model. The displacement of the 8 water molecules 
incorporated in the (Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal model was recorded at the final timeframe of 
















Figure 10. A VMD43 visualisation of the trajectory (yellow lines) of the 8 water 
molecules in the (Ala-Gly)16 SF crystal structure. (a) Is viewing down the x-axis, 
(b) is viewing down the y-axis and (c) is viewing down the z-axis. The turquoise ball 
and sticks depict the carbon atoms, light grey the hydrogen atoms, red the oxygen 











A unique insight of the (Ala-Gly)16, (Ala-Gly)128 and (Ala-Gly)1024 SF crystal models 
were achieved by using a combination of MD and DFT computational techniques. The 
secondary structure was evaluated using the information available in the literature and 
validated by possessing the characteristic torsion angles for residues Ala and Gly. The 
DFT simulations provided a more accurate insight for the β-sheet region residues, 
while the MD simulations provided the contour plots with percentage residues detailing 
the predominant secondary structures. In addition, the hydrated with water (Ala-Gly)n 
SF crystals were investigated, and the displacement of water, diffusion coefficient, 
activation energy, energy of water positions and trajectory were reported. As a result, 
an appreciation for combining different techniques to investigate materials is obtained. 
With regards to future work, many avenues remain open (e.g. mechanical evaluation 
of the (Ala-Gly)n SF crystal model) or similar biopolymer, and incorporating new 
species (e.g. charged ions or ionic liquids) into the crystal models. With continued 
investigation into materials, like SF, a greater understanding of their properties and 
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